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Chapterr  1 

Thee Logic of 
Premodernn Structures 

Despitee the universal retreat of the dependency/world system in 'third world' 
studies,, the origins of the Mashreq formations, their functioning and the roots of their 
underdevelopmentt are still implicitly couched in some variant of their analytical tools 
Generall  statements describing their 'peculiarity' often tend to assign some exceptional 
rolee to the state/political authority in the making of their ruling classes The mantle of 
thee old 'Oriental despot', whom the enlightenment philosophers imagined to loom 
overr every aspect of life in Asia, has fallen now on the shoulders of a world market 
andd imperialism (and later of a national state bureaucracy) that designs, creates and 
determiness the fate of the ruling classes. 

Fromm this follows a series of speculative judgements on assumed capitalist 
classess in the Mashreq that, for one reason or another, could not behave as rationally 
ass a Western bourgeoisie: a behavior that is no less assumed or imagined as this work 
willl  try to show. Hence the debate over the nature of the Middle East social structures 
priorr to the rise of nationalist regimes is not an academic one. Defining the nature of 
thesee social formations is of crucial importance for understanding the dynamics of the 
existingg regimes, the paths that these formations are likely to follow and the socio-
economicc and political constraints under which these formations function 

Thee theme of third world social formations undergoing a process of transition 
too "peripheral capitalism" has been a recurrent one in history, economics, politics, and 
sociall  science in general despite the many studies that tried to show the false 
assumptionss upon which the arguments on peripheral capitalism rest. It seems that a 
surveyy of the available empirical data on the transformation of the land tenure 
structuress in the major Arab Mashreq is necessary, in order to verify some of these 
assumptions. . 

11 The Rise of Big Landed Aristocracy: 

Muchh has been written on the transformation in land tenure system in Egypt 
underr Muhammed Ali , the Asian parts of the Ottoman Middle East under the Ottoman 
landd codes of 1858, and the Persian attempts to reform the land system in the 
nineteenthh century The hypothesis that the Middle East was a peculiar region because 
itt did not know private land ownership before the introduction of these reforms has 
beenn seriously challenged and shown to be a relic of orientalist thinking and 
misconceptions.. Until recently, it was fashionable among many orientalists to 
distinguishh eastern formations where land was the sole property of the sovereign and 
thee European ones where 'private' property by feudal lords was acknowledged and 
sanctified. . 

However,, the formal -and largely nominal- control over a community's land 
byy its leader was a distinguishing feature of precapitalist formations east and west. In 
pre-feudall  and early feudal Europe, land was nominally in the hand of the sovereign 
whoo only in the ninth century began allotting parcels to the nobility in the form of 
temporaryy 'benefice' (P. Anderson 1974a: 138-9). 

"Thee property rights of the lord over his land was typically of degree only, he 
wass invested in them by a superior noble (or nobles), to whom he would owe 
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knight-servicee -provision of a military effective in time of war. His estates were, 
inn other words, held as a fief [by definition a delegation] The liege lord in his 
turnn would often be the vassal of a feudal superior, and the chain of such 
dependentt tenures linked to military service would extend upwards to the 
highestt peaks of the system - in most cases, a monarch- of whom all land could 
inn the ultimate instance be in principal the eminent domain. ...The consequence 
off  such a system was that political sovereignty was never focused in a single 
centerr The functions of the State were disintegrated in a vertical allocation 
downwards,, at each level of which political and economic relations were, on the 
otherr hand integrated. The panellation of sovereignty was constitutive of the 
wholee feudal mode of production " 

P.. Anderson 1974a: 147-81 

Thee Ottoman Sultan's 'ownership rights1 over the empire's territory were no 
lesss nominal than in the western case, as will be shown below. Up to the nineteenth 
centuryy much of the land in the Ottoman empire was communally exploited and tilled 
byy families, clans and tribes Put in a simplistic way, we can say that the effective 
possessionn of land was in the hands of those who could control it. From this broad 
statement,, we can see that a broad variety of possession structures rose irrespective of 
thee legal framework that existed in the Empire or its particular regions The power 
relationss between the center the Ottoman Sultanate and the Persian Empire, between 
thee Wilaya and the center of the Sultanate, between the Wall and the provincial power 
holderss -notably the nomadic tribes- determined the type of authority, and therefore 
thee type of tribute to be paid to that authority Each of these in turn determined the 
ensuingg type of land ownership and the system under which labor was recruited. 
Whenn the nomadic tribes got the upper hand for a sufficient number of years, and 
couldd collect tribute on a more or less regular basis, these nomads could make some 
legall  claim on land, thus transforming themselves into the real landowners. This was 
thee case of the powerful Shammar and Tniza tribes in northwestern Iraq and 
northeasternn Syria, and the Abadhas, Shawarbis and other tribes in Egypt. In 
relativelyy secure regions -normally near the seat of the Sultanate and around the major 
centerss of wilayas- some kind of private absentee ownership of land by urban 
individualss was in existence Urban notables farmed land via their agents 

"AA major cause of the nonemergence of large estates in the Middle East was 
thee prevailing pattern of settlement With the weakening of the Ottoman 
authorityy at the end of the sixteenth century, the subtle balance of power in 
manyy areas of the state was tipped in favor of the nomads, whether Bedouin in 
Syriaa and Palestine or Turcoman in Anatolia. In few other empires was the 
desertt civilization so close to the settled world. A minor weakening of central 
authorityy in the Ottoman Empire was enough to let loose a safety valve that had 
keptt the nomads in check. The outcome of such a small slip was vastly more 
catastrophicc than in other civilizations where the weakening of the central 
authorityy might entail greater autonomy for the villages. Here it meant desertion 
off  the most fertile stretches of land, decline of population and the loss of vast 
amountss of revenues to the government. ...In fact, the valleys of Anatolia and 
thee Fertile Crescent were only settled when public security increased in the mid-
nineteenthh century." 

Gerberr 1987: 59-60 

11 See also Parain (1961: 46-75) who showed that under feudalism the lord's ownership of land was 
effectivee but not absolute since he himself belonged lo the feudal hierarchy of lords and was the vassal 
off  an overlord who had the ultimate but not effective ownership of land. 
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Improvementt in war and communication/ transportation technologies helped 
thee state extend its authority and pacify/subjugate increasingly distant areas and tribes 
Thiss came at a time when European capitalism was expanding and its needs for raw 
material,, and to a lesser extent, for external markets were equally expanding. All these 
factorss must be taken into consideration when trying to understand the radical changes 
inn the social structure of the Middle East from circa the second third of the nineteenth 
centuryy In other words, the crucial issue to be discussed is not whether European 
expansionexpansion impacted socio-economic development of the Middle Kast (or the third 
world)world) or not, nor is it whether this impact was 'positive' or 'negative'. The major 
questionquestion that I would like to address is what exactly where the changes, and why did 
theythey fake that particular form. 

Thankss to new research over the past two decades, the existence of private 
propertyy of land in Egypt prior to its insertion in the world trade network is widely 
acceptedd by researchers today According to Gerber, Egypt was the main granary of 
thee empire and thus had to be considered one administrative unit In most areas of the 
Ottomann Empire the surplus (the land tax) was disposed of locally, it was assigned 
eitherr to timar holders (demesnes given to warlords in exactly the same way that 
muchh of West European feudalism arose, i.e. according to the number of men they 
cann provide in military campaigns) or to waqfs (religious endowments intended to 
preservee land in perpetuity). Only in the case of Egypt was the governor of the 
provincee entrusted with the task of handling that surplus centrally and redirecting it to 
otherr parts of the state. This was a decisive factor in the transformation of Egypt into 
aa semi-independent (and eventually independent) country (Gerber 1987; 64). 

Probablyy this factor, in addition to the relatively lesser danger that nomadism 
posedd to the settled peasantry -in comparison to eastern Anatolia and the Arab 
Mashreq-- accounts for the establishment of private possession of land at an earlier 
stage.. Elsewhere, land was communally allotted by tribes to their member families 
accordingg to the number of individuals who could til l it. Communal exploitation of 
landd seems a universal phenomenon known by all societies at one point or another in 
theirr history Perry Anderson has noted that "When the Roman legions had first 
encounteredd the Germanic tribes in the time of Caesar, they were settled 
agriculturalists,, with a predominantly pastoral economy. A primitive communal mode 
off  production prevailed among them. Private ownership of land was unknown, each 
yearr the leading men of a tnbe would determine which part of the common soil was to 
bee ploughed and would allocate sections of it to respective clans" (Anderson 1974a: 
107).. Even in a much more recent period, in eighteenth century Russia and Germany, 
thee persistence of the mtr and the mark respectively- both forms of communal land- is 
acknowledgedd by historians (Mandelbaum 1979: 522). 

Butt in the Middle East, this type of possession should not be viewed as a 
"stage""  in a linear evolutionary procession, because historians of the early Islamic 
Empires,, as well as the Persian and Roman Empires which dominated the region 
beforee that, have shown that some variants of feudalism did prevail until the Mogul 
invasionss in the thirteenth century (Al Doun 1984). Relying on first-hand documents, 
Cunoo traced that development to the beginning of the eighteenth century; i.e. more 
thann a century before Egypt's agriculture was transformed into commercial one: 

"A ss Ottoman authority in the provinces weakened, its land laws became 
increasinglyy irrelevant, while intermediaries gained increasing control of the 
landd at the state's expense By the early eighteenth century, they had acquired 
landholdingg rights in Egypt that established them as landlords in every sense of 
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thee term These included: (1) lifetime possession of the iltizam (tax farming), as 
longg as taxes were paid; (2) inheritance of it by descendants, wives, or white 
slaves;; (3) the ability to convert land into »aqf, thereby guaranteeing the 
family'ss continued possession of it, (4) the ability to mortgage the land, (5) to 
pawnn it, or (6) to sell it outright." 

Cunoo 1980: 247 

Gerberr remarked that a fundamental element of the iltizam in Egypt was a sort 
off  demesne given to the tax farmer in perpetuity for his personal livelihood. "Tax 
farmers,, however, regularly coerced the peasants of Egypt into cultivating land as 
corveee (forced labor). This part of the iltizam became private property in a more 
pronouncedd way than the rest. ..Turning tax farms into religious endowment became 
aa major avenue to large-estate formation. Jabarti noticed in 1813 that about one-fifth 
off  Egypt's cultivated land was in fact uaqf (Gerber 1987: 65) 

Al ii  Barakat's detailed and profound study of the land ownership regime in 
nineteenthh century Egypt showed that by the beginning of the nineteenth century three 
groupss consolidated their hold on land. Out of the six thousand multazims (land 
farmers)) then in place, three thousand were mamluks possessing more than one-third 
off  the total agricultural land in Egypt (Barakat 1977: 17) Because of the wide 
recoursee to u aqf as a means of securing private property of land, the 'ulama and 
religiouss notables formed the second branch of that landed aristocracy. Brakat gives 
detailedd examples of whole villages registered in the names of the religious shaikhs 
andd exempt from paying taxes. The third group was composed of the shaikhs of 
bedouinn tribes who controlled large estates, especially in the Sa'id: Egypt's south But 
thee position of these shaikhs deteriorated when fierce military campaigns were 
directedd against them in the era of Muhammed Ali (1805-1848). 

Muhammedd Ali introduced wide-ranging changes in the land system in Egypt. 
Thee aim was to force some kind of economic unification of Egypt and the 
centralizationn of state power He abolished the iltizam system, confiscated the land 
thatt the mamluks had acquired, and introduced new systems of taxation due to his 
needd for additional revenues. However, Barakat admits that the new system, the 'uhJa 
ass it was called, did not differ much from the iltizam, which it had superceded (op. cit. 
38)) For this system consisted of a royalty given to someone who promised to pay the 
accumulatedd and current taxes of a village in exchange for getting part of the village's 
landd as a private possession. The villagers were obliged to work for the 'lord' in 
exchangee for a share of the crop. 

Accordingg to Gemal Hamdan, Muhammad Al l established the firm basis of 
feudalismm in Egypt, whereby the ruling family appropriated the largest portion of land 
forr itself (around one million feddans on average)2. The modern system of land 
ownershipp developed through three phases: Muhammad Ali sanctioned the farmers' 
rightt to cultivate but not to inheritance, Khedive3 Sa'id allowed constrained 
ownershipp through the Sai'di Decree (a! La'iha al Sa 'idiyya), while Khedive Isamail 
allowedd unrestricted ownership (Oanoun al Muqabala "The Law of Reciprocity") 
(Hamdann 1996, vol. 3: 107-108)4. ~ 

11 One fcddan = 1.038 acres or 0.42 hectares. 
'' This title: Khedive (viceroy or deputy to the Sultan) was accorded to the Wali of Egypt in 1867 
duringg the era of Ismail It reflected the significant role of Egypt in the Ottoman Empire 
44 Hamdan. however, misconceives the significance of these developments when he contrasts them with 
whatt he thinks is European history: "Here we notice that, while property rights came as the product of 
thee gradual and slow popular struggles in Europe, in Egypt it was a concession of rulers because of 
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Withh the firm establishment of private property in land, a steady trend towards 
thee concentration of land in the hands of big landowners was clearly noticeable Out 
off  Egypt's total cultivable land of 5 1 million feddans, large holdings of more than 50 
feddanss increased from around 2 million feddans in 1894 to 3 4 million feddans in 
19144 {Baer 1969: 103-104, 224) Medium-sized holdings (5-50 feddans) covered 16 
millionn feddans or 30 percent of total cultivated land in 1914, leaving only 100,000 
feddanss to small plots of less than 5 feddans 

Althoughh the proportion of big plots to total agricultural land tended to 
decreasee following WWI and more land was brought into cultivation making the total 
cultivablee area almost six million feddans, concentration of large estates in fewer 
handss and increase in the size of estates continued until the outbreak of the republican 
revolutionn of 1952. In the year of the revolution, 94 percent of landowners owned 
onlyy 35.4 percent of land, amongst whom more than 2 million owned 738000 
feddans,, i.e. an average of Vi feddan per owner, that is they were practically landless, 
whilee almost two-thirds of the land (64 4 percent) was owned by 6 percent of the 
landowners,, amongst whom 0.3 percent owning more than one third (34.1 percent) 
(Hamdann 1996: 114-5) 

Patternss of land ownership in Anatolia and the Mashreq countries seem to 
confirmm the same trend, which had emerged in an earlier period in Egypt for the 
reasonss mentioned above. In the case of Anatolia, Charles Issawi studied British 
consularr reports pertaining to the period prior to the enforcement of the 1858 Ottoman 
landd codes. His findings are very interesting in that large-scale private ownership of 
landd was only predominant in the eastern parts, whereas the rest of Anatolia was 
characterizedd by the preponderance of small holdings and relatively free peasantry. 
Issawii  found that in the region of Izmir, one of the major trading cities of Anatolia, 
holdingss between 3 and 20 acres were the most widespread until the second half of 
thee nineteenth century (Issawi 1980: 203). In fact, this trend continued, it seems, well 
intoo the twentieth century following the establishment of the modern Turkish state 
Onn the eve of WWII, more than 86 percent of the total cultivated land was in parcels 
withh an average area of 60 decares each, while big estates only covered 3 7 percent of 
thee total cultivated land. 

Despitee the absence of detailed and precise studies on land ownership in 
Persia/Iran,, it seems that more than a century of weak state authority has led to the 
risee of unrestrained feudal lordship in the countryside. When the Shah regime 
promulgatedd a land reform law in January 1962, no surveys on land ownership were 
availablee to the government. Out of an estimated 40 - 50 thousand villages that 
existedd in the entire country, around two hundred families owned an average of one 
hundredd villages each, that is half the total. Ten thousand more villages (between one 
fourthh and one fifth of the total) were in the hands of landowners whose property 
rangedd between five and one hundred villages. Seven thousand villages were owned 
byy landlords controlling one to five villages (Baldwin 1967: 94 fn). 

Tablee -1 .1-
Egypt:: Structure of Land Ownership 

theirr need for cash"(op. cit. 108). For what else are social struggles other than the power of influential 
classess to impose their interests on a ruler in exchange for responding to his interests? In fact, Egypt's 
casee is strikingly similar to the bargains made between kings and nobility in early modem Europe. 
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Priorr to the Land Reform Act of 1952 

Sizee of 
Property y 
0-55 feddans 

5-10 0 
10-50 0 

50-100 0 
100-200 0 

200 0 
Total l 

Numberr of 
owners s 
2642000 0 
79000 0 

69000 0 
6000 0 

3000 0 
2000 0 

2801000 0 

% % 

94.3 3 
2.8 8 

2.4 4 

0.2 2 
0.1 1 
0.07 7 
100 0 

Area a 

2122000 0 
526000 0 

1291000 0 

429000 0 
437000 0 
1177000 0 

5982000 0 

% % 

35.4 4 
88 8 

21.5 5 
7.2 2 

7.3 3 
196 6 

100 0 

Source:: Hamdan 1996, vol. 3: 115 

Tablee - 1.2 -
Turkey:: Distribution of Cultivated Lands, 1938 

Sizee of Farm 
(decares)* * 

5,0000 and above 
5000 - 5,000 
Subtotal l 
Lesss than 500 
Grandd Total 

Totall  Farms 

No. . 
418 8 
5,764 4 
6.182 2 
2,493000 0 
2,499,182 2 

% % 
0.02 2 
0.23 3 
0.25 5 
99.75 5 
100.00 0 

Totall  Cultivated Land 
(decares)* * 
Area a 
6,400.000 0 
17,200,000 0 
23,600,000 0 
149,180,000 0 
172,780,000 0 

% % 
3.70 0 
9.95 5 
13.65 5 
86.34 4 
100 0 

Average e 
Size e 

15,000 0 
3,000 0 
--
60 0 
--

*Onee decare = 1,000 square meters, or 0.2471 acre 
Source:: Berberoglu 1982: 59. 

Inn Grand Syria (Syria, Lebanon, Palestine and Trans-Jordan) and Iraq, big land 
ownershipp developed to a much larger extent than in Turkey, but wide variations were 
noticeablee across and within each country. Basing his study on a large number of 
untappedd first-hand Ottoman documents, Gerber challenged many hitherto accepted 
axiomss on the patterns of land tenure in the region, as well as the origins of 
landownerss and their relationship with the state or its officials The notion initiated by 
eighteenthh century voyagers and shared by many contemporary scholars of a system 
off  large feudal estates dominating the whole region is vehemently denied. Gerber's 
researchh meticulously traces the evidence demonstrating the wide existence of small 
peasantt property. Yet, as wil l be shown below (relying on Gerber himself as well as 
others),, the author goes to the other extreme by denying the existence of large landed 
propertyy in almost the entire Asian part of the Ottoman Empire in the period 1600-
18588 (Gerber 1987: 66). Moreover, the author whose work successfully attempts at 
refutingg the myth on cultural exceptional ism that characterized the Middle East puts 
thee Ottoman Empire's land system in a unique place "Off all the great empires in 
history,, the social evolution of Ottoman society unfolded in such a way that the 
peasantryy remained relatively free" (Gerber 1987: 66). 

Viewedd in comparison to its contemporaries, however, the Ottoman system is 
hardlyy unique. Even in feudal Western Europe, peasant property was far from extinct. 
Legall  definitions of ownership rarely coincided with actual practices and property 
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rightss before the rise of capitalism and the clear separation of politics, law and 
economicseconomics as distinct institutional instances Thus "for most of the medieval epoch, 
muchh of the land was owned outright by neither lords nor peasants, it was "possessed" 
byy peasants, subject to exactions by the lords which were in theory fixed, but in 
practicee often fluctuating" (Brenner 1985b: 218). Reflecting on England's successful 
transitionn to capitalism ahead of its continental neighbors, Robert Brenner highlighted 
thee fact that in neighboring France peasant proprietorship at the end of the 
seventeenthh century constituted "some 40 - 45 percent of the cultivated land". In 
England,, by contrast, the owner-occupiers at this time held no more than 20- 30 per 
centt of the land (Brenner 1985a: 61). 

AA similar situation existed in Scandinavia too: 
"Thee Swedish land laws of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries reveal a 
societyy still strikingly similar in many respects to that depicted by Tacitus in his 
accountt of Germany in the first century; the two main differences being the 
disappearancee of tribes and the existence of a central state authority 
"Byy the end of the Middle Ages, despite the encroachment of aristocracy, 
clergy,, and monarchy, the Swedish peasantry was still in possession of half the 
cultivatedd surface of the country. Although this was later to be declared the 
dominiumdominium directum of the monarch by royal lawyers and was hedged with legal 
restrictionss on leasing and dividing plots, in practice it formed a broad allodial 
sectorr which owed taxes to kings but no further dues and services." 

PP Anderson 1974 a: 180 fn., 180-1 
Thesee and other similar cases in some German Principalities are interesting in 

thatt they may shed some light on the political structure erected upon small peasant 
property.. In other words, the 'absolutism' of the Ottoman state may well be explained 
onn similar lines as those of France. 

"{I) nn France, unlike England, the centralized state appears to have developed 
ass a class-like phenomenon- that is, as an independent extractor of the 

surplus,, in particular on the basis of its arbitrary power to tax the land 
Correlatively,, the state could develop, as it ultimately did, as a competitor with 
thee lords, largely to the extent to which it could establish rights to extract the 
surpluss of peasant production 
Probablyy the archetypal case of the state actually developing in this manner as 
ann independent class-like surplus-extractor in relation to the emergence of an 
entrenchedd landholding peasantry can be found in the rise of mini-absolutisms" 
off  the west German princes in the early modern period " 

Brennerr 1985a: 55-6 
Thuss in France strong peasant property and the absolutist state developed in 

mutuall  dependence upon one another. The state increased its own power by virtue of 
itss ability to get between the landlords and the peasants to ensure peasant freedom, 
hereditabilityy and fixed rents, and thus to use peasant production, via non-
par!!  lamentary taxation, as the direct source of revenue for royal strength and 
autonomyy (Ibid. 58). 

Seenn in this light, the Ottoman land system seems hardly unique, and the 
state'ss attempts at preserving small landed property are quite comprehensible. More 
importantt is the point regarding the correlation between fragmented landed property 
andd non-representative rule. Yet in the case of the Ottomans, it must be noted that the 
abilityy to defend peasant property fluctuated depending on the power relations with 
thee nomadic tribes. And this must be seen as a crucial element in explaining why were 
entrenchedd peasants (especially around the major towns) supportive of the Ottoman 
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state,, because despite the taxes paid, these seemed fairer protection costs than the 
devastationn and/or loss of property that was the "price" that would be paid to nomadic 
tribes. . 

Gerberr casts serious doubts on the notion that tax-farming was as corrupt a 
systemm as it is generally viewed. Quoting a study on nineteenth century Palestine, he 
agreess that the ill  nam (tax fanning) was not given to the highest bidder and that in 
thiss system of taxation there was no excessive extortion This only came in the wake 
off  the Egyptian occupation (1832-1840) when the principle of selling the ilfizam to 
thee highest bidder was introduced (Gerber 1987: 54). He found littl e evidence that 
mulatazimsmulatazims (land-farmers) abused their positions to become an effective landed elite. 
Inn fact, he found that the land fanners were rarely free handed, and they were rarely 
awardedd the right of farming very large regions (op. cit. 53-4) In many cases Muftis 
(religiouss scholars) responded positively to complaints by farmers and ordered 
mtiltazimsmtiltazims to lower their taxes, which demonstrates that the tax farmers were not as 
despoticc as we generally tend to portray them, and that local social forces did play 
majorr roles in restraining and constraining state power even when there was a 
tendencyy towards despotism. 

Tax-farmingg for life (malikane) was not a natural development of iliizam, 
Gerberr asserts. It seems that this form, which could be conceivably viewed as large-
estatee formation par excellence, only held in relatively secure areas Thus in the case 
off  Damascus and its valley region a number of families received several villages as 
malikanemalikane and held them for several generations (Gerber 1987: 54). 

Butt apart from Damascus, landlordism was an entrenched phenomenon in the 
Hamahh region north of Damascus even in the early nineteenth century. In 1834, the 
Russiann traveler Peotr Lvov described Syrian peasants as "semi-slaves" who had to 
payy landowners most of their produce in exchange for the right to use the land (Lvov 
1993:: 288) Rafiq and Behjet described large landlordism in the regions north of 
Beirutt in 1915. In northern Syria and especially in Latakia, Jabla and Tartus, three 
citiess lying on the Syrian shore on the Mediterranean, and in Akkar, in the north of 
Lebanon,, the names of families owning exceptionally large territories of up to 
150,0000 donums, and many others owning 10,000 donums are frequently cited in the 
contextt of the post 1858 Ottoman land codes era (Gerber 1987: 84). The consolidation 
off  land in the hand of a few landowners has been documented by many authors. Yet 
onee should note that landlordism in Syria, Lebanon and Palestine was much less 
pronouncedd than in either Egypt or Iraq Al Siba'i notes that when the 1958 Land 
Reformm Law was passed, 3240 landowners had surpassed the maximum allowed by 
thee law. Big landlords owned or actually possessed 2 375 million hectares. Al Siba'i 
foundd that 3240 families composed around 0.6 percent of the rural population and 
ownedd 35 percent of cultivated land. The average ownership by a big landowner was 
7000 hectares, while for the average rural family it was 7 hectares. 

Tablee - 1 3 -
Syria: : 

Landd Owners falling within the Jurisdiction of Land Reform Law 1958 
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Govemorate e 

Damascus s 
Dir'a a 
All  Suwaida' 
Homs s 
Hama a 
Aleppoo & Idlib 
Latakia a 
Dairr al Zor 
All  Hasaka 
Total l 

Noo of Landowners 

415 5 
27 7 
11 1 
201 1 
261 1 
608 8 
51 1 
881 1 
1062 2 
3247 7 

Propertyy m hectares 

108841 1 
50317 7 
37661 1 
213554 4 
217626 6 
419831 1 
23997 7 
618660 0 
698022 2 
2467955 5 

Averagee area per 
owner r 

262 2 
1863 3 
3423 3 
1067 7 
834 4 
6905 5 
470.5 5 
702 2 
657 7 
760 0 

Source:: Al Siba'i 1976: 44 

Untill  1958 when the land reform laws were enacted, the Syrian countryside 
wass dominated by large landlords Gerber notes however, that the "greatest 
concentrationn of large estates was not in the immediate vicinity of the great urban 
elites.. ...Where the urban elite was strongest, we also find important centers of small 
peasantt independence. The region of Hamah was an exception to this trend; it was the 
regionn where one could actually speak of a feudal regime. A small number of families 
inn Hamah owned whole villages" (Gerber 1987: 97). Yet, although Gerber is perfectly 
rightt in his critique of the thesis that exaggerated the role of landlords, it seems to me 
thatt he tended to exaggerate the preponderance of small-sized independent peasantry. 
Thiss latter case may well have been the case in a country like Jordan, with littl e fertile 
land,, sparse population, and few marketable agricultural products. Thus it does not 
lookk surprising that in 1950 Jordan, only 14.2 percent of privately held land was in 
largee estates (1000 donums and more), 49.5 percent in medium-sized estates (100-
10000 donums), while 36.3 percent was in farms of less than 100 donums (Baer, 
quotedd by Gerber 1987: 100). But Syria had a much less egalitarian land system in the 
1950s,, as can be seen from the following table: 

Tablee - 1.4-
Syna:: Structure of Land Ownership 

Inn the 1950s 

Sizee of Holdings 
(hectares) ) 
Largee Holdings (100+) 
Mediumm Holdings (10-
100) ) 
Smalll  (less than 10) 
Landless s 

Agriculturall  Population 
(%) ) 
1 1 
9 9 

30 0 
60 0 

Totall  Area (%) 

50 0 
37 7 

13 3 
0 0 

Source:: IBRD 1955: 345-55. 

Thee wide variance in systems of land ownership within Syria can be gauged 
fromm table 1.5 pertaining to the same period. 
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Statisticss on land tenure in Lebanon are much more scanty and confusing. 
Untill  the end of the French mandate in 1946, statistics on Lebanon used to be 
compiledd jointly with those on Syria. But since the Lebanese government did not 
enactt land reform laws, we can cite a 1961 official survey carried by the Lebanese 
Ministryy of Agriculture as an indicator of the land ownership pattern throughout the 
firstt half of the twentieth century". 

Tablee -1.5-
Syria:: Distribution of Privately Owned Land 

byy Size and Province 
(%% / Hectares) 

Province e 
Damascus s 
Aleppo o 
Horns s 
Hamm ah 
Latakia a 
Euphrates s 
Jazira a 
Hauran n 
Jebell  Druze 

Lesss than 10 
19 9 
14 4 
8 8 
2 2 
32 2 
15 5 
7 7 
47 7 
30 0 

10-100 0 
44 4 
40 0 
59 9 
42 2 
30 0 
47 7 
58 8 
46 6 
58 8 

Overr 100 
37 7 
45 5 
33 3 
56 6 
38 8 
39 9 
35 5 
7 7 
12 2 

Source:: Warriner, quoted by Gerber 1987: 97 

Tablee 1.6 shows that the patterns of land ownership in Lebanon were very 
similarr to those in neighboring Syria before the enactment of land reform in the latter 
country.. One should keep in mind that despite its small area (10,300 sq. kilometers), 
Lebanonn has a varied topography ranging from rugged mountainous regions to river-
irrigatedd plains. Hence, some authors have suggested that whereas a holding of 10 
hectaress is considered medium-sized in other countries, it should be considered a 
largee one in the case of Lebanon (Daher 1983: 56)6. Whatever criteria one adopts, the 
grosss inequality in land distribution is quite clear from the above table, which shows 
thatt 0.3 percent of landholders owned more than 15 percent of the total cultivable 
area,, while more than one half the agricultural population (53 percent) owned only 9 
percentt of the agricultural land 

'' The Lebanese historian M. Daher cites a survey conducted by the French mandate authorities and 
pertainingg to the 1940s (Daher 1983: 168). The statistical discrepancies in this survey, however, are 
quitee clear. For example, he mentions that 191 landowners making up 0.09 percent of the population 
ownedd 40.500 hectares and they belonged to the category of owners of between 5-10 hectares. By 
dividingg the total area on the number of owners, it turns out that the average exceeds 200 hectares! 
Evenn if we assume that the number is 1910 owners, the average would be more than 200 hectares. In 
addition.. Lebanon's population in the 1940s was more than 2 million, which means that the 191 owners 
weree less that the 0.09 percent cited in Daher*s work. The same applies to all other categories 
mentioned.. Unfortunately, the source of this survey is not cited in full, which made it impossible to 
verifyy the figures cited by the author. 
66 It goes without saying that the area of a holding is hardly a sufficient indicator of the socio-economic 
statuss of a landowner. Other factors, such as land fertility, proximity to markets, means of irrigation, 
andd the development of road networks arc equally important determinants of the income from land. 
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Tablee -1 .6-
Lebanon:: Structure of Land Ownership 

1961 1 

Sizee of 
Holding g 
(hectares) ) 
Lesss than Vi 
Vz-\ Vz-\ 
1-2 2 
2-3 3 
3-4 4 
4-5 5 
5-10 0 
10-20 0 
20-50 0 
50-100 0 
100-250 0 
Moree than 250 
Total l 

No.. of Holders 

44,510 0 
23,615 5 
23,708 8 
10.598 8 
6,706 6 
5,949 9 
7,277 7 
3.017 7 
1,304 4 
299 9 
119 9 
21 1 
1277 123 

%% to total 
holders s 

35 5 
18.7 7 
18.7 7 
8.3 3 
5.3 3 
4.6 6 
5.8 8 
2.3 3 
1 1 
0.2 2 
0.09 9 
0.01 1 
100 0 

Totall  area 
(hectares) ) 

11336.1 1 
15805.6 6 
32472.2 2 
256525 5 
32330.1 1 
26173.2 2 
49194.9 9 
38652.7 7 
36434.5 5 
21102.4 4 
14461.2 2 
10398.9 9 
304.0144 3 

%% to total area 

3.73 3 
5,2 2 
10.6 6 
843 3 
7.3 3 
8.6 6 
16.2 2 
12.7 7 
12 2 
6.94 4 
4.75 5 
3.4 4 
100 0 

Source:: Baalbaki (1973: 35-6). 
*Percentagess in the last column corrected by the present author, and they do not add 
upp to 100, because of rounding. 

Thee similarity with Syria lies in the wide provincial differences within the 
countryy In the province of Mount Lebanon, 90 percent of the total agricultural 
populationn owned land, while in the south the ratio dropped to only 70 percent 
(Baalbakii  1973: 43-4) Similarly, large holdings were rare in the mountainous and 
coastall  areas, whereas they were preponderant in the south and the internal plains of 
Ba'lbek,, 'Akkar, Hermel and Tripoli. 

Yett no other country in the region faced the devastating effects of nomadism 
andd bedouin invasions on its land system more than Iraq7. The Moguls' devastation of 
aa once prosperous Baghdad, the seat of the Abbaside Caliphate in 1258 is too well 
known.. Yet, even centuries after that when the Persian state acted as a buffer against 
suchh invasions and after more than a century of relative peace between the Persians 
andd Ottomans when wars were no longer fought on Iraqi territory, Iraq was not 
immunee from another source of bedouin invasions The nearby Arabian Peninsula 
keptt pumping thousands and thousands of tribal waves whenever ecological reasons 
madee it impossible for those to find a living in their homeland. The last grand wave, 
whichh reached Iraq and Syria, dates to the mid-eighteenth century (Hourani 1961: 47-

Itt is interesting to note that Gcrbcr's otherwise profound study on land ownership in the Middle East 
relicss on very limited sources regarding Iraq. Whereas ihe author goes into very important details to 
showw the wide differences in the patterns of land ownership in Palestine whose total historic area did 
nott exceed 27 thousand square kilometers, he gives sweeping generalization on land ownership in Iraq, 
whosee area is sixteen times that of Palestine. In fact, the total area of the entire historical region of 
Grandd Syria (present-day: Syria. Lebanon. Jordan. Israel and Palestine), which is 314,470 sq 
kilometerss is only 72 percent of Iraq's area of 434.920 sq kilometers. 
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50).. But even in the nineteenth century, incursion and attacks by Arabian Peninsula 
tribess were frequent. 

Salihh Haider succinctly described how the migration of the powerful Shammar 
tribee from Najd, in central Arabia, has tremendously altered the structure of Iraqi 
societyy in the first half of the nineteenth century. This wave of migrants eventually 
causedd a huge turmoil in the economy and was manifested by the expulsion of other 
tribes'' peasants from land and the competition with other tribes on their graze lands. 
Tayy tribe was pushed north to fight the Turcoman and Kurdish tribes Al Jubour, 
anotherr powerful tribe, was expelled from its lands on the right banks of the Tigris 
towardss Mosul in the north and Hilla in the south. Some sections crossed the Tigris to 
thee areas lying south of the Lower Zab River Albu Hamdan were dispersed after 
beingg forced out of the Tigris Jazira. Al 'Ubaid left their homes in al Dujail north of 
Baghdad.. They crossed the Tigris to Hawija, while other sections migrated to the 
Khabourr area. Some of the Yazidis of Sanjar left their lands to other mountainous 
regionss Since then the final map of tribes took its present form (Haider 1942: 80-83) 

Yett the rain-fed zones and the Mosul area in the north of present-day Iraq 
weree less affected by these waves of migrations than the rest of the country The 
ruggedd mountainous regions provided a natural shelter for the Kurdish tribes, as well 
ass the Christian Assyrian community and the followers of the 'heretic' Yazidi 
religion.. And Mosul's proximity to Anatolia brought a minimum degree of security, 
sincee proximity to the seat of the Sultanate has made it relatively easier for the central 
authoritiess to send military expeditions against trespassers. 

Sincee the early nineteenth century, most of Mosul's villages were registered in 
thee names of shaikhs, aghas, mukhtars (chiefs of villages), mullahs or other notables. 
Inn some cases tribes continued to provide protection to peasants holding tapu 
(property)) titles Such cases existed in 'Aqra and 'Amadiyya where, according to a 
questionnairee prepared by Sir Ernest Dowson in 1930, it was found that 95 percent of 
thee cultivators owned land and cultivated it by themselves The rich among those 
wouldd employ tribesmen (Haider 1942: 541, Al Jawahiri 1978: 118) But even here, a 
feee was paid to the aghas or city notables for protection (Al Jawahiri 1978: 118). 

Thee land tenure system in Mosul was much harsher than elsewhere in Iraq. In 
1880-18822 the Ottomans suspended the registration of land, but that did not apply to 
Mosull  and the northern part of Iraq. With time the proportion of tapu in Mosul was 
highestt than anywhere else in Iraq The process of land registration in the names of 
shaikhss and notables is documented by many sources, amongst whom Nadhmi: "The 
peasantt was given 25 percent of the value of his land in order to sell If he refuses, he 
wouldd be thrown in prison under a false accusation like murder, until he changes his 
mind""  (Nadhmi 1984: 94 quoting Gertrude Bell who was a close observer of the 
1920ss Iraq). 

AA classical study on Islamic society in the early modern era asserted that 
Mosull  developed a Western-type feudal system where peasants were reduced to serfs. 
Ann Ottoman document from the Mosul Wilaya imposes on the subjects the following 
duties: : 

1)) payment of "bridal fees" to the timarchi (owner of the fief) when a subject 
obtainss a marriage contract; 

2)) the timarchis take parts of the crops which they help in transporting to the 
market; ; 

3)) rights in fat lambs which pasture in the timar, 
4)) rights when the grain is ground in the mill; 
5)) right of passage of goods in the timar(Gibb and H. Bowen 1951: 158). 
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Thee eastern part of Iraqi Kurdistan had to wait until around the 1830s for the 
Ottoman-Persiann wars to end in order that its land structure take its final shape. But 
evenn before that, tribal ties assured that Aghas (Kurdish chiefs of tribes) would 
subjugatee their tribe members or non-tribal Kurds to semi-serf conditions. Claudius 
Richh cites a Mahmoud Agha from the war-torn Sulaimaniyya province as saying: 

"Thee want of security in our possession is the sole ruin of the country. While 
wee tribesmen are not sure of holding our estates, we never wil l addict ourselves 
too agriculture; and until we do, the country can never prosper Why should I, for 
instance,, throw a tagar of seeds into the ground, when I am not sure that my 
masterr wil l hold his government, and I my estate until the season of harvest9 

Insteadd of doing this, / allow the peasants to cultivate my estate as they might 
findfind it convenient, and I take from them my due, which is the zakat, or tenth of 
thethe whole, and as much more as I can squeeze out of them by any means and on 
anyany pretext. " 

Richh 1831: 96 Italics added 
Thuss even when the land titles were not settled yet, feudal-like exploitation of 

peasantss was 'legitimated' whenever aghas could lay their hands on a territory. In 
fact,, tribal Kurds did believe that peasants -the Goorans- did not belong to their 'race' 
andd that they were destined to serve the 'superior' clannish 'race' (Rich 1831: 80fn ). 
Richh even goes to confirm this as an "anthropological finding": 

"II  had today confirmed by several of the best authorities that the peasantry in 
Koordistann are a totally distinct race from the tribes, who seldom, if ever, 
cultivatee the soil; while, on the other hand, the peasants are never soldiers. The 
clannishh Koords call themselves Sipah, or the military Koords; in 
contradistinctionn to the peasant Koords; but the peasants have no other 
distinguishingg name than the Rayahs [literally a subject, but generally used for a 
peasant]]  or Keuylees [a villager] in this part of Koordistan. A tribesman once 
confessedd to me that the clans conceived the peasants to be merely created for 
theirr use, and wretched indeed is the condition of these Koordish cultivators. It 
muchh resembles that of the negro slaves in the West Indies. The treatment 
whichh the peasantry receive is well calculated to brutify them." 

Richh 1831: 88-89 (misspellings in original text) 
Thee more we moved to the west, to the mountainous regions of Bahdinan, land 

plotss tended to be individually farmed, as we have seen in the case of 'Aqra and 
'Amadryya.. It is interesting that because of the relative freedom of the peasants in this 
regionn and the preponderance of small-sized plots, Rich found that "there is no 
peasantryy properly so called, or a peculiar race of cultivators of the soil, either in 
Amadiaa or Hakkan" (Ibid. 279). Haider gave a convincing explanation for the 
frequencyy of peasant proprietorship in this part of Kurdistan. One can sum the reasons 
forfor the variation in the ownership structure as functions of the variation in protection 
costscosts . Where security was absent, a tapu holder was forced either to rally under some 
triball  organization and claim membership of it, or place himself under the protection 
off  some Kurdish agha against a share of his produce or perhaps even the title of his 
land.. By contrast, in the western and mountainous part of Kurdistan the tribal system 
gavee the peasant ample protection (Haider 1942: 541 -2). 

Inn the ex-wilayas of Baghdad and Basra, the situation was much more 
complexx and the struggle and conflicts over establishing title deeds played a decisive 
rolee in shaping the modern history of the country The difficulty of controlling these 

Onn the notion of 'protection costs", sec chapter 5 on political authority and identity 
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partss of the country posed a dilemma for the Ottomans who wanted to impose their 
centrall  state authority on the region, but knew that they could not do so without 
reachingg a modus operandi with the actual holders of social power, namely tribal 
chiefs.. Naturally, those shaikhs were not willin g to cede their autonomy and authority 
unlesss they were forced to do so. Exploiting their social functions, the shaikhs initially 
sharedd part of the revenues with the multazims, in exchange for facilitating the 
collectionn of taxes from tribe members- Then they assumed the job altogether. 

Thiss process enabled the shaikhs to lay hands on the entire dira (the tribal 
communall  land) (Al Jawahiri 1978: 79). After the enactment of the Ottoman land 
codess of 1858, Baghdad's wali Midhat Pasha tried to pacify some tribes and 
sedentanzee others by handing them land titles. Thus Ibn Hadhdhal of Iniza bedouin 
tribee acquired gardens and land on the Upper Euphrates, Farhan of the Shammar Jarba 
wass granted a tapu sanad (property title) on part of the tribal dirah of Shammar at 
Shirgat,, the Sheikh of Cha'ab was granted land on the Shatt-al-Arab. In Muntafig, 
Madhatt Pasha authorized Nasir Pasha al-Sa'dun, his nominee chieftain of the tribal 
confederationn of al-Muntafig, whom he had appointed as liwa governor (Mutasamf) 
off  the district to have the major part of the tribal land of the Muntafig Confederation 
registeredd in his name and in the names of various members of his family; and granted 
largee estates to his Christian clerk Naoum Serkis, to his Jewish banker Mr Daniel, as 
welll  as to some townsmen in Shatra and Nasirriyyah (Haider 1942: 566-7) 

Table-- 1.7-
Iraq:: Distribution of Landholdings Prior to 

Thee 1958 Revolution 

Sizee of Holdings 
(Donums*) ) 

Underr 1 
11 -9 
10-49 9 
5 0 - 99 9 
1000 - 499 
5000 - 999 
1000-- 1999 
2,0000 - 9,999 
10,000-19,999 9 
20,0000 - 49,999 
50,0000 - 99,999 
1000 thousand and over 
Total l 

Landholders s 
Number r 
23,089 9 
90,496 6 
71,049 9 
29,884 4 
31,508 8 
2,916 6 
1,832 2 
2,128 8 
224 4 
95 5 
25 5 
8 8 

253,254 4 

% % 
9.12 2 
35.73 3 
28.05 5 
11.8 8 
12.44 4 
1.15 5 
0.72 2 
084 4 
0.09 9 
0.04 4 
0.01 1 
0.003 3 
100* * 

Area a 
Donums s 

8,599 9 
336,726 6 
1671,484 4 
2055,856 6 
5799,012 2 
1992,431 1 
2560,190 0 
8550,322 2 
3030,773 3 
2998,607 7 
1725,988 8 
1424,825 5 

32154,813 3 

% % 
0.03 3 
1.05 5 
5.20 0 
6.40 0 
18.03 3 
6.20 0 
7.96 6 
26.59 9 
9.42 2 
9.32 2 
5.37 7 
4.43 3 
100 0 

Note:: Figures have been rounded 
**  One donum = 2,500 sq. meters or % of a hectare. 
Source:: Batatu 1978: 54 

Butt the process by which shaikhs, alongside many urban notables and highly 
placedd bureaucrats and officials, acquired vast estates of land did not pass smoothly. 
Despitee the unconditional support of the British mandate authorities -and later the 
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Iraqii  monarchy- peasants, as well as tribes that were not supported by the British 
wagedd ferocious struggles in order to forestall this development But once again, it 
wouldd be erroneous to consider this development as the product of political 
maneuverss or plots. The fact is that politics intervened in deciding who among would-
bebe landlords would put his claim on land and not in the rise of the cruel 
sharecroppingsharecropping system in agriculture. The social configuration in the Middle East in 
general,, and in Iraq in particular could not allow the rise of a more progressive social 
system. . 

1.. 2 The Nature of the Agraria n Systems in the Middl e East: 

Despitee a quasi-consensus on defining the precapitalist methods of labor 
recruitmentt and exploitation in Middle Eastern agrarian systems prior to the 
nationalistt transformations of the 1950s and 1960s, there is an astonishing quasi-
consensuss on describing the nineteenth and early twentieth century developments as 
capitalist.. This tradition began by a pioneering study by Ibrahim 'Amir (1958) who 
triedd to refute the traditional communist notions that the Egyptian countryside was 
feudall  before 1952, so he concluded that the landowning class was transitional to 
agriculturall  capitalist. He exaggerated the role of capitalism and denied the presence 
off  precapitalist relations. Anouar Abdel Malik (1968J based his argument on what has 
becomee the trademark of the dependency dogma: as long as agriculture was 
commercialized,, capitalism was predominant''. This dogma culminated in Samir 
Amin'ss emphatic assertion that the old feudal classes in the Arab world were 
transformedd into big capitalist landowners during the second half of the nineteenth 
centuryy (Amin 1976: 182-4, 242). This statement overlooks the fact that a sizeable 
portionn of land was exploited communally during the first half of the nineteenth 
centuryy and that feudal or semi-feudal relations were actually confined to those areas 
wheree state protection could be provided. Moreover, he deduced the assumed 
transformationn to capitalism from the mere fact that the landowning classes were 
producingg for the world market and that their wealth was dependent on this market. 

Similarly,, Simon Bromley states that the need of the Ottoman state and 
Mohammedd Ali' s Egypt for revenues during the first half of the nineteenth century 
"laidd the grounds for the formation of a settled agrarian capitalist class" (Bromlry 
1993:: 387). That the processes of class differentiation were going apace under the 

Critiquess of the dependency/world system dogmas have become so numerous and well known today 
thatt I do not feci a need to review them again in this context. The present author, however, shares the 
basicc arguments that were advanced by Robert Brenner in his classical critique of this trend. 
Accordingg to Brenner, capitalism cannot be simply defined as a system producing for the market or for 
profitt It differs from all pre-capitalist modes of production in its systematic tendency to unprecedented, 
thoughh neither continuous nor unlimited, economic development- in particular through the expansion 
off  relative as opposed to absolute surplus labor. That is. under capitalism, surplus is systematically 
achievedd for the first time through increases of labor productivity, leading to the cheapening of goods 
andd a greater total output from a given labor force. 
Itt follows that not all production for profit that is realized through the market is capitalist production, 
becausee production for exchange is compatible with a system where reinvestment is either impossible 
orr not necessary or both. This necessity only arises when free labor and capital exist at the meantime. 
Thereforee it is not trade but the transformation of class relations that accounts for the origins of 
capitalistt development because the world market does not determine a) what to produce; nor b) the 
levell  of production Rather, it is the level of development that determines a country's position in the 
worldd market. (Brenner 1977). 
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complexx influences of the evolution of the Ottoman social structures and the 
incorporationn of the region in the world capitalist market is a well-known fact. But 
whyy would that lead to the rise of a capitalist class0 Neither Amin, nor Bromley find 
itt necessary to address this question, nor do they attempt to prove that this was indeed 
aa capitalist class, since it is the insertion into a world capitalist market that defines, 
accordingg to them, the nature of the appropriation and ownership system. 

Forr Gerber, Syria in the middle of the twentieth century 'was well ahead in its 
capitalisticc development, while Transjordan was still at the beginning of that road" 
(Gerberr 1987: 100). The same author goes even to talk about "the growing complexity 
off  Egypt's capitalistic economy" in the late nineteenth century (Ibid. 102) All 
Barakatt examined developments in Egypt following the British occupation of 1882 
Thesee include the consecration of full private property of land, abolishing coerced 
laborr for the state, forbidding the whipping of peasants and the transformation of 
Egyptt into an agricultural colony for the production of cotton for the world market. 

Butt are these developments sufficient to talk about the rise of capitalism in 
agriculture,, as Barakat does (1977: 52, 273-6)9 The author describes three forms of 
peasantt exploitation under Muhammed Ali , all of which are hardly compatible with 
encouragingg capitalism. The first was the imposition of state monopoly in 1812, 
wheree the government forbade the direct sale of crops to merchants and confiscated 
alll  the cereal products, including those destined for personal consumption by the 
peasants.. The government used to resell those products to the peasants themselves 
Thee second form of exploitation was taxes, which increased from around 7 million 
piasterss (gurush) during the French occupation of 1798 to 66 million in 1820-21, and 
too the unbearable 230 million in 1844. And the third form of exploitation was forced 
laborr for the state An average of two months of forced labor per year was imposed on 
Egyptiann peasants to dig, guard, reinforce and clean water canals and rivers (A. 
Barakatt 1977:40-44). 

Onn a micro level, detailed descriptions of the early twentieth-century system 
underr which the peasants were exploited easily show that the .social relations were far 
fromfrom capitalist There were first the large estates, which depended on resident 
peasantss (tamaliyya) who received a share from the final produce, or a daily payment. 
Butt even those working for a daily payment cannot be considered wage workers in the 
strictt sense of the term. For they lived permanently on the lord's demesne and had 
memberss of their families renting littl e parcels from the demesne in exchange for their 
workk on the lord's proper land. The "wage" then is considered as a contribution to the 
paymentt of the rent that the family must pay for the plot of land (Kushuk 1996: 40). 
Thuss it can be easily seen that this form is quite similar to the most primitive variant 
off  feudal rent extraction: labor rent, which Europe had cast away early on. 

Ann alternative form consisted of the successive subletting of the demesnes by 
dividingg them into small plots worked by individual peasants and their family 
members.. A third form was the sharecropping system10, where the peasant contributes 
hiss tools and workforce against a fixed share of the product And finally, there was the 

"'' Sharecropping is naturally not a form that is peculiar lo the Middle East. It corresponds to the French 
melayyagemelayyage system. Pern Anderson describes a similar trend . the contado movement, in Italian cities in 
thee thirteenth century, which according to him was an attempt of the towns that gained autonomy to 
controll  the country: 
"Rurall  relations were radically altered by the spread of the contado. for the towns tended to introduce 
neww forms of scmi-commcrciali/cd dependence for the peasantry that were a considerable remove from 
serfdom:: mezzaiiana or contractual share-cropping became customary over much of North and Central 
Italyy by the thirteenth century." (Anderson 1974a: 166) 
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rarerare case of medium-sized farms depending on wage labor (Barakat 197: 276, 361-4, 
Kushukk 1996: 32-3). Abdel Fadhil took a cautious distance and preferred to echo 
Ibrahimm 'Amir's early designation of the agrarian system as 'transitional to 
capitalism'' The 'Izba system, which resembled the feudal demesne "was the 
predominantt form of socio-economic organization in the Egyptian countryside It was 
aa form of relations of production that was transitional between feudalism and 
capitalism.. Peasants were a unique combination of serfs and agricultural laborers in 
thee meantime. Their wages were paid in money or in kind, or they acquired a 
subsistencee plot" (Abdel Fadhil 1975: 116) An almost identical position had been 
presentedd before by Mahmoud Hussein (Hussien 1973)12. 

Yett in order to define a system as 'transitional' it is not sufficient to show the 
presencee of elements of wage labor, otherwise we should define the Italian city-states 
off  the thirteenth century as transitional to capitalism. Unless the author presents 
convincingg evidence that the structure of such a system contained an inherent 
tendencyy that inevitably led to the predominance of capitalist relations, the term 
'transitional'' is scientifically invalid. 

Salihh described the conditions of permanent workers in the Izba or tufateesh. 
Thosee workers were called lamalliyya. A tamallee (singular of tamalliyya) is "the 
peasantss who lives with his family in the 'Izba or tafteesh permanently. He is attached 
too the landowner via a series of 'semi-feudal service relations' There was no fixed 
basiss for the payment of the tamallee. Sometimes he received a daily wage that was 
lesss than the wage paid for laborers coming from outside The difference in wage was 
aa deduction in exchange for the residence of the tamallee and his family on the land 
Accordingg to some prevalent practices, the tamallee was given a plot of land ranging 
betweenn half a feddan and 20 karats depending on land fertility. The physical output 
off  the plot is supposed to equal the annual wage of the tamallee. In exchange he was 
expectedd to perform all the agricultural duties in the Tzba (Salih 1978: 217, 226). 

Glavaniss and Glavanis conducted a long study on agricultural relations in 
Egyptt and reached the conclusion that by 1952, Egypt's agricultural society has 
becomee differentiated and commercialized, but it did not experience capitalist 
transformation.. Non-capitalist relations dominated the vast majority of small peasant 
holdings,, where producers had the right of possession of the land that they tilled, and 
producedd mainly for subsistence, which included rent and taxes and so on. But they 
didd not produce for profit, and labor force did not earn wages 

Butt even in big holdings, the authors conclude that relations of production 
weree still not capitalist. Permanent laborers were still attached to land via rent 
arrangements-- like sharecropping or labor dues- in exchange for which a peasant 
familyy would acquire a plot for its survival As for the temporary or informal labor 
force,, it only complimented the enserfed labor power during the seasons of high 
demandd for workforce, like harvest. The migrant or informal labor force was not 
composedd of the landless, but of peasant families whose possessions of land were no 
longerr sufficient for their survival. This point needs to be stressed; namely the 

Itt is astonishing, however, that Abdel Fadhil critiques "Amir for calling the system capitalist (which 
hee did not actually) and for exaggerating the role that capitalism plaved in Egyptian agriculture (Abdel 
Fadhill  1988: 72). 

Abdell  Fadhit's basis for designating the system as transitional seem, however, to vacillate between a 
positionn based on the nature of labor exploitation process, as the above quote shows, and a 
'circulationistt position typical of the dependency approach, where he states that these relations are 
transitionall  because the subsistence economy had disappeared and replaced with a system directed to 
satisfyy the market, but "the dominant relations of production were not capitalist in the strict sense of the 
word". . 
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absencee of clear border lines between owners, tenants and agricultural laborers, which 
iss a familiar characteristic of Egyptian agricultural relations until today (Glavanis and 
Glavaniss 1983: 62-3). 

Thee social relations of production in Syrian agriculture have been well 
describedd in a six-volume work by the Syrian historian Muhammed Kurd All (1925-
1928): : 

"[E]xceptt in al-Ghouta, al-Marj, some irrigated land, and farms around cities 
(wheree some owners farm their land directly, paying their workers monthly or 
annuall  wages), land in Syria is exploited under different kinds of share-
cropping.. In Horns and Hama the landlord takes a quarter of the produce and 
payss the 'ushr (tax), leaving the tenant three quarters; in such cases the tenant 
hass to meet all the expenses and supply all the work, but the landlord generally 
advancess him seed, charging interest and recovering it from the threshing floor. 
Inn some villages in Hauran landowners take a quarter of the crop and pay the 
'ushrr and the land tax, leaving the rest to the farmer to cover his work and 
expenses.. But the most prevalent method in Hauran is the leasing of land for a 
specifiedd quantity of grain. 
Thee thicker the population and the less available the land in a village, the greater 
iss the landlord's share in the crop, and vice versa. Thus in Biqa' the landlord 
takess half the crop, paying the 'ushr to the government. In Huleh, where land is 
irrigated,, the landlord's share is one third. ... But in al-Ghuta and al-Marj the 
landlordd takes a third and pays 'ushr only on that one third..." 

Citedd in Issawi 1988: 331 
Daherr described similar systems of peasant recruitment in Lebanon, where 

share-croppingg is the most prevalent, while wage-labor is only confined to such farm 
jobss as carpenters, smiths and tractor drivers (Daher 1984: 241-6) Nasr and Dubar 
presentedd a strong argument against designating agricultural relations in Lebanon as 
capitalist,, a designation that was adopted by the Lebanese Communist Party. The 
authorss showed that small commodity production had been expanding since the 
nineteenthh century, but this did not necessarily lead to capitalism They showed that 
evenn in the 1970s (when sharecropping was rapidly declining) the class of small 
landownerss (independent + family members who did not earn wages from 
contributingg to the family plot) was twice as big as that of agricultural workers (57 
percentt against 28 percent). In fact, the authors showed that precapitalist land rent and 
usurerr rent expropriated more than 50 percent of the value of agricultural output, 
whichh points out to a situation of commercialization without capitalism (Nasr & 
Dubarr 1976: 114-16). 

Sharecroppingg was also the prevalent system in Iraq's agriculture. Salih 
Haiderr described the process of transforming tribal shaikhs into semi-feudal landlords 
whoo used the government forces to affirm their full claims as landlords of the land of 
thee tribes. They claimed payments of the mallakeyah (rent) and the min (state-taxes), 
whereass under the older regime of coercion they were only required to make 
insignificantt payments (plus military service) which would cover the irregular 
paymentss of tribute to the central authority and maintain the mudhif (tribal guest 
house)) and other duties of sheikhdom. They began to assert their right of eviction of 
peasants,, while before they had been bound by respect of tribal custom with regard to 
triball  holdings and distribution of land (Haider 1942: 578). The ensuing system of 
landd cultivation took the following form: 

1.. The tribal dirah usually consisted of one or more muqata 'ah leased by the sheikh 
fromm the legal owner (state, Saniyyah, Waqf, Tapuholder). It could reach tens of 
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thousandss of acres, but in nee producing areas it rarely surpassed few thousands, 
somee estates more than 100 thousand, in most cases rice areas were some one tenth, 
andd date producing areas even smaller. 
22 A muqata'a was divided into qit'a, generally held by sub-tribal chiefs This was 
generallyy a few hundred acres, and less than 100 in rice producing areas. 
3.. A qit'a was divided to holdings of peasants: 10-50 acres (winter crops), 3 or 4 - 10 
inn rice and dates (Haider 1942: 620-21). 

Batatuu described the riverine sharecropping tribal tenants, who with the 
nontnball  peasants formed the vast majority of tillers, as extremely poor "They 
formedd the backbone of the country, but they labored without living" (Batatu 1978: 
140).. In theory, the Iraqi tiller received a share of the land produce not very much 
differentt from his counterpart in Syria, Lebanon or Egypt. Depending on the method 
off  irrigation and the location and fertility of land, he received no less than a quarter 
andd no more than a half of the proceeds of his labor, but he might have taken as low 
ass an eighth, as was the case in Mosul in the period of the British occupation of Iraq, 

However,, as elsewhere in the Middle East, the peasant did not receive his 
portionn from the total farm produce, but from what was left of the crops after a series 
off  deductions of dues. Most common among these were a 1.5-4 percent of the total 
yieldd as a contribution to the men who guarded the crop, a 3 percent due to the 
shaikh'ss coffee-man, a 2.5 percent levy for the support of the shaikh's guest-house, 
paymentss to the man of religion in the region, a five kilogram payment to the 
measurerr of the crop, a levy on behalf of the man who supervised the distribution of 
waterr (Batatu 1978: 143). 

Whatt distinguished Iraq's sharecropping system from the other Middle East 
countriess was the legal system that sanctioned it. In 1933 the Parliament passed law 
no.. 28 "The Law on the Rights and Duties of Tillers", which forbade any landowner 
fromm hiring a peasant unless he had a document signed by his ex-landlord to the effect 
thatt he was not indebted to him, and forbade any peasant from leaving 'his' land 
whilee in debt. Since virtually no peasant was not in debt (and even if that remote 
possibilityy was there, a landlord could easily not hand such a document), the law 
turnedd Iraqi peasants into semi-serfs Another distinguishing feature of Iraq's land 
tenuree system lied in the fact that the establishment of large individual estates out of 
thee tribal communal land was of recent origin. The British and the Iraqi monarchy had 
settledd on the idea that big landlords were the pillars guaranteeing social and political 
stabilityy in the country. Thus, legitimacy of authority was never established. Rampant 
storiess on semi-feudal lords having to establish their own armies and police forces 
withh the approval of the central government confirm that tribal and non-tribal peasants 
harboredd no genuine trust in their landlords, unlike the nineteenth century tribal 
structuress (Batatu 1978: 136-44, al Kadhimi 1986: 104-110) 

Thee above discussion clearly shows the precapitalist structure of Middle East's 
agriculturee prior to the nationalist revolutions of the 1950s. Agriculture, it should be 
rememberedd composed the most important productive sector in the economies of the 
regionn before the spectacular rise in oil revenues in the early 1950s. It contributed 
aroundd one quarter of the total national income of each of the region's countries. 
Manyy other sectors in the economy, such as transport, banking, services, foreign and 
domesticc trade, were dependent on it. And most important, it was the main employer 
off  the countries' work force. Therefore, the social character of this sector defined the 
naturee of the social formations of the region. 

Withh the exception of a few scholars who tried to inflate the trend to rely on 
wagee labor in the Middle East agricultural sectors, most authors who described the 
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latterr as capitalist (or transitional to capitalism) derived their arguments from the 
commercializedd structure of the region's agriculture and its dependence on the 
demandd by advanced capitalist countries. Undoubtedly, agriculture has been 
commercializedd between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in all the Middle 
Easternn countries. Overall dependence of those economies on the capitalist market is 
alsoo an undeniable fact. But to deduce a capitalist (or peripheral capitalist) nature of 
Middlee East economies or agriculture (or other similar parts of the third world) from 
thesee facts is totally erroneous and leads to misleading conclusions regarding the 
subsequentt history and trajectories of these countries. The assumption that trade and 
weakeningg of precapitalism are two identical processes is spelled in its starkest form 
inn Batatu's work on Iraq. The author, undoubtedly unaware of the existence of many 
similarr historical cases, is bewildered that "the circumstances- the development of 
towns,, of the central government, of commerce, and of communication- that, in the 
naturenature of things, should have hastened the downfall of the shaikh, were on the 
contraryy attended by the growth of a new commercial shaikhly semi feudal ism. He 
goess on to look for the reasons for this 'unnatural result, for what is in essence a 
reversalreversal of history' in the attempts by the British and later the monarchy to bolster 
thiss class (Batatu, 1978: 78)l \ 

Thatt the British and the monarchy supported this class is a well-documented 
factt Yet, it would be an oversimplification to assign political forces such an 
omnipotentt capability to create, revive, or demolish modes of production. The British 
supportedd some shaikhs and withdrew support from others depending on the latter's 
recordd of rendering them services, or of controlling their peasants But this is a totally 
differentt question from that of 'planting' modes of production' at will . A production 
systemm that has not decayed in the historical sense of the word would show varying 
degreess of survival capabilities, a potential for keeping the exploited classes under 
control,, and an ability to nurture acquiescence among the population at large or to 
stem-- for a while- the mounting resistance against it. Under such circumstance, 
politicall  power can assign positions of dominance within the existing social 
formation,, but it cannot create or demolish that formation. 

Seenn in this light, the developments in Middle East following its insertion in 
thethe world capitalist market were hardly 'unnatural results', let alone 'a reversal of 
history'.history'. Actually, they were quite analogous to other cases where the conditions for 
thee rise of private property in land did not coincide with the conditions for the rise of 
capitalism;; i.e. the existence of generalized commodity production and therefore of a 
markett for commodities including workforce, and the separation of the producers 
fromm their means of labor. Although we cannot designate the social relations of 
productionn that prevailed after the settlement of private property in land as feudal, it 
seemss that a better explanation of these changes can be made through an analogy with 
thee phenomenon of the 'second serfdom' in Eastern Europe following the 
commercializationn of its agriculture in the sixteenth century, despite the fact that 
peasantss in these regions: Brandenburg, Pomerania, East Prussia and Poland, had been 
amongg the freest in Europe (Brenner 1985a: 23). 

155 In a slightly different way. Simon Bromley describes the situation in Iran by asserting that "growing 
integrationn into the world market altered the internal balance away from peasant-landlord 
sharccroppingg to he production of cash crops for export" (Bromley 1994: 146). The author, however, 
providess no evidence that the relations of social reproduction underwent radical changes. As we have 
notedd above, landlords owning hundreds of villages persisted until the early 1960s. And many authors, 
includingg Bromley himself, admit that big landlords were the most powerful political pillar of the 
Shahss reign. 
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Severall  historians and scholars have reflected on that peculiar turn of events. 
"Postann was... concerned to show that in the medieval period the force of the market, 
farr from automatically bringing about the dissolution of serfdom, might actually 
coincidee with its intensification. Most spectacular, as Postan pointed out, was the case 
off  eastern Europe, where during the late medieval and early modem period the 
powerfull  impact of the world market for grain gave a major impetus to the tightening 
off  peasant bondage at the same time as it was stimulating the development of 
capitalismm in the west (Brenner 1985a: 25). Maurice Dobb observed "the 
recrudescencee of feudalism in Eastern Europe at the end of the fifteenth century.. that 
"secondd serfdom": a revival of the old system which was associated with the growth 
off  production for the market. "Alik e in Baltic States, in Poland and Bohemia 
expandingg opportunities for grain export led, not to the abolition, but to the 
augmentationn or revival of servile obligations on the peasantry. ...Similarly, in 
Hungaryy the growth of trade, the growth of large estate farming and increased 
impositionn on the peasants went hand in hand" (Dobb 1963: 40)14. 

Butt even more significant is the findings by anthropologist Claude 
Meillasoux,, who studied the effect of the introduction of commerce on a tribal society 
basedd on kinship relations. Meillasoux concluded that the tremendous change that 
commercee brings puts society "in transition between the direct economy and the 
feudall  economy", which eventually leads to a stage of control of the land by a 
dominatingg class (Meillasoux 1978a: 154). Moreover, he found that the notions of 
kinshipp and seniority will be maintained throughout these changes and acquire the 
strengthh of kinship and religious ideology 
Wee will see later how this transformative process has impacted ideological 
representationss and, more important perhaps, how it brought the state forcefully into 
playy as a crucial agent in preserving 'property rights' 

Butt let me try first to show how the social relations within agriculture have 
shapedd and conditioned the performance and functioning of the whole society, such 
thatt it would be ridiculous to designate it as capitalist 

1.. 3 The Logic of Precapitalist̂ 

Wee have to admit that not much research has been carried on the precise 
functioningg of precapitalist agricultural systems in general. The tendency has been to 
dismisss the whole problematic by labeling such systems as irrational and/or by 
assigningg cultural, political and non-economic factors (which are presumed irrational) 
aa paramount role in the decision-making processes and the structuring of these 
systems.. Yet, the mere fact that these systems prevailed for a sufficient period of time, 
managedd to suppress the dominated classes and generated wealth to a dominant class 
shouldd warrant us against any such hasty conclusions. A system that can reproduce 
itselff  over long periods of time must be seen as functioning within the historical limits 
definedd by the level of knowledge and development of the human beings who 

Dobbb notes that even in England, those regions that were closest to London and thus more prone to 
commerciall  activity lapsed into a period of rcinvigoratcd serfdom in the fourteenth century, while those 
farthestt removed from the effects of trade developed wage relations earlier (Ibid.: 38). 
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composee it, and the level of technical development of its means of production. 
Nevertheless,, It is true that when viewed from a historical perspective, these systems 
weree stagnant, parasitic and wasteful to resources15. But it is exactly this paradox that 
wee should set to understand: an overall but durable stagnation that generated wealth to 
somee and absolute misery to many. 

Despitee some wide variations in the land tenure system that prevailed until the 
1950ss in the Middle East, the most prevalent one, as mentioned above, was the 
sharecroppingg system. On the surface (but only on the surface) its resemblance with 
capitalistt production lies in the fact that it is based on the production of commercial 
agriculturall  products destined for marketing mostly to the world market, and its 
objectivee is the maximization of monetary gain for the landlord. But the analogy ends 
here.. For under sharecropping labor power is not a commodity in the strict sense of 
thethe word. In addition, there is no generalized commodity production in the sense that 
differentdifferent inputs and outputs in the agricultural process are commensurate in a 
commoncommon means for measurement; namely money 

Thee sharecropping system, although not a feudal one, shares with the latter 
manyy characteristics Even if one does not take into account the various means by 
whichh landlords squeeze additional surplus from the peasants, the 'legally' accepted 
sharee that accrues to the landlord is fixed. It ranges, as we have seen, from 25 percent 
off  the total yield to 60 percent and actually it went much higher than that. This share 
iss independent of the number of peasants that did the work. It is here, in the specific 
formm of surplus-extraction and the class structure that conditioned the process that the 
majorr difference with capitalism, as well as the major reason for the non-rise of 
capitalistt relations lies. That's why we should expand on this point with some 
elaboration. . 

Becausee the share of the landowner is fixed in advance, a change in the 
numberr of peasants at his disposal wil l have no effect on the total costs, because it is 
thee same agreed upon work share that wil l be divided among the number of peasants 
employedd during the season. Indeed, the sharecropping obligations stipulate that when 
seasonall  laborers are employed- and these were often needed in the harvest seasons-
theirr 'wages', as well as their maintenance costs were to be deducted from the 
peasants'' shares. Could the peasants push for a higher percentage of their share, and 
thuss make the landowner's share less stable, thus forcing him to find ways to raise 
productivity99 The simple answer is no, because this situation is a cause, as well as a 
product,, of the general level of underdevelopment in the whole social formation. The 
non-utilizationn of the full capacity of the resources and labor force in particular and 
thereforee the high levels of unemployment were characteristics of the Mashreq 
economies.. One may add that they were the necessary requirements for the 
perpetuationn and consolidation of precapitalist relations. While underemployment and 
unemploymentt were rampant in the Mashreq countryside, the 'shortage' of labor was 
alsoo cited by landlords in their -successful- attempts to enact laws that prevented 
peasantss from leaving the landlord's estate. For the existence of a wide layer of 
unemployedd constituted the sine qua non for the reproduction of sharecropping 
systems. . 

Inn Egypt it was estimated that out of a rural population of around 14 million, 
landlesss families comprised between 44 and 59 percent of the total number in 1950 
(Glavaniss and Glavanis 1983: 80). With an unlimited supply of labor, to borrow W. 

155 Just like a critic of capitalism can -rightfully- point to the same characteristics of wastefulness and 
parasitismm in that system, without, in the meantime, abstaining from the hard task of analyzing the 
"rationality""  and mass appeal of capitalism. 
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Arthurr Lewis terms, there was no pressure on the landlords to make a more efficient 
usee of the disposable labor force And with a low level of productivity there were no 
chancess for substantial increases in employment in the economy at large. The fixed 
sharee of the landowner, as well as the unlimited supply of labor, may help us 
understandd the 'rationality' of this specific form of pre-capitalist exploitation. The 
landlordd had no interest in raising the productivity of the individual peasant, but in 
maximizingg the total output, even if that leads to a decline in the former. 

Thee last statement may look contradictory when we look at it from the point of 
vieww of capitalist rationality: how can maximizing total output be something else than 
raisingg productivity'7 But if we keep in mind that the costs of labor, as well as most of 
thee inputs- mainly the seed- are calculated physically and deducted from the total 
productt while the returns to the landlord are calculated in money, then analyzing the 
rationalityy of sharecropping systems would require a totally different set of tools. 
Underr capitalism, commodification; i.e. The possibility of reducing all inputs and 
outputss not only into measurable, but also commensurable quantities via money and 
thee market makes it possible to conduct a cost-benefit analysis and thereby a decision 
onn the efficiency of investment from the capitalist point of view. This is not the case 
underr precapitalism, and yet, one cannot dismiss this system as irrational. Whereas 
agriculturall  labor and inputs are treated more or less as fixed costs under 
sharecropping,, the monetary returns to the landlord are not, and they determine the 
viabilityy of the agricultural enterprise from the latter's point of view. For unlike a 
capitalistt enterprise where the total return is divided into rent, wages and interest 
paymentss in addition to net profits, the landlord would treat the monetary return as a 
nett profit (with the exception of some necessary minimal payments in the form of 
money).. This (and not the assumed scarcity of money or the non-existence of trade) is 
whatt makes landlords very reluctant to use money as a means of investment of cost-
payment t 

Inn a pioneering study on the mechanisms of feudal economy, Wittold Kula 
foundd that despite the wide use of money and the existence of commercial 
transactionss under feudalism, landlords actually accord a much more important role to 
monetaryy expenditure than to physical investment "In a dual sector economy 
(monetaryy and natural) it is the natural sector which is generally of prime importance 
too the peasant, whereas for the nobleman it is the monetary one. The nobleman 
eagerlyy takes up anything that serves to increase his revenue in money...The 
enterprisee we are considering appears highly profitable if we take into account solely 
thee monetary sector, and clearly deficient if we include in our calculation an 
approximationn of the non-monetary investments". The author concludes by stating 
thatt "this result can be taken as typical... this question concerns every type of 
enterpriseenterprise based on non-wage labor (Kula 1976: 33). 

Thiss form of calculation has very important consequences on the functioning 
off  the Middle East formations. Introducing harvesters or tractors to the agricultural 
processs would present a 'loss' to the landlord since he has to pay for it in money 
withoutt in the meantime being able to deduct these expenses from the peasants shares, 
whilee increasing the number of peasants working in the enterprise is costless, because 
thee peasants' share will only be divided among a larger number of families. Thus 
addingg more workforce not only to participate in the agricultural process in the strict 
sense,, but also to build dikes, strengthen dams and canals, or even replace animal 
workk can add to the total output without raising productivity; on the contrary it will 
tendd to depress productivity beyond a certain limit. The only monetary investment 
thatt landlords weren't reluctant to make in irrigated regions in the Middle East took 
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placee in installing mechanical pumps to lift water from rivers and canals, because the 
lawss and customs ensured that in a pump-irrigated land the landlord's share is 15-20 
percentt higher than in naturally irrigated lands. Thus the returns on this kind of 
investmentt were immediate. 

Thee depressed productivity and peasants' income had another important 
consequencee regarding the way the formers made their calculations. Whereas the 
landlordd was interested in his monetary returns and made his decisions according to 
thee amount of money he would part with at the end of the season, peasants, including 
thee few who received their shares in money, calculated in physical terms. Thus we 
hadd two sets of calculations here: one carried by the peasant, the other by the landlord. 
Forr as we have noted earlier, plots of land were apportioned according to the number 
off  workers in a peasant family such that the final share would barely sustain the 
physicall  reproduction of the family. This kind of calculation had crucial repercussions 
forr the functioning of the socio-economic system, and decisively refutes the 
dependency/worldd system narratives on third world formations, as I will show below 

Physicall  factors of production did not follow the law of market They were 
non-competingg and non-interchangeable factors, thus they were not evaluated as 
preciouslyy as other factors. Obviously, it is because unlike the process of capitalist 
production,, the "entrepreneur" under sharecropping did not begin with money in order 
too buy commodities (including labor force) and end up with a larger sum of money. 
Onn the other hand, physical goods could not be accumulated ad infinitum, thus 
calculatingg their value should be carried from the point of view of a landlord's 
"utility ""  point of view: his needs to reproduce labor force and the conditions of 
production.. That is why the sharecropping enterprise appears highly profitable if we 
takee into account solely the monetary sector, and clearly deficient if we include in our 
calculationn an approximation of the non-monetary investments. 

Whatt distinguishes sharecropping, therefore, is not its non-reliance on trade, 
nott its non-use of money as a means of circulation or a medium of exchange. It is 
ratherr the specific relationship with the market and money, which results directly 
fromm its class structure and form of calculation. This relationship with the market is 
almostt diametrically opposed to what one would expect under a capitalist economy: 
whenn prices go down, peasants would sell more in an attempt to compensate for their 
losses,, and when prices go up, they will reduce their marketable product. This 
'negative'' relationship has also been shown by M. Postan where peasants in medieval 
Englandd either did not react at all to market incentives or else reacted in the above-
mentionedd way (Kula 1976: 43). The same conditions applied to Eastern Europe since 
thee rise of the 'second serfdom' in the sixteenth century. In the Middle East, detailed 
seriess compiled by Hassan show how the same effect existed in Iraq for its two major 
cereall  products. The only exception occurred in the case of barley production in the 
periodd 1919/1925. 

Tablee -1.8-
Iraq:: Relationship between Unit Prices and Exports 

off  Major Cereal Products 

Period d Wheat t 
Exported d 
quantity y 
1000 tons 

Price: : 
dinar/ton n 

Barley y 
Exported d 
quantity y 
1000 tons 

Price: : 
dinar/ton n 
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1912-1913 3 
1919-1925 5 
1926-1932 2 
1933-1939 9 
1940-1945 5 

190 0 
386 6 
249 9 
403 3 
64 4 

9.33 772 
6.9 9 
7.2 2 
4.5 5 
22.2 2 

505 5 
1047 7 
1871 1 
1469 9 

9.7 7 
7.7 7 
4.5 5 
3.2 2 
17.2 2 

Source:: Hassan 1966: 103 
Ann explanation of this peculiar relationship with the market can be advanced if 

wee remember first that the revenue derived from the sale of the grain was, to a much 
greaterr extent, a function of the harvest than of the market incentives In a poor year, 
increasee in prices compensates only to a limited extent the decrease in the volume that 
couldd be sold Therefore, when the prices go up, the money income of producers goes 
downn due to the operation of stronger factors, i.e. reduced size of the harvest. The 
effectt of a reduced harvest would be greater on that part set aside for sale than on the 
non-marketablee products set aside for direct consumption. How different is this 
processs under capitalism9 Two major differences explain how and why rural 
producerss under the latter can benefit from higher prices: the first is the existence of 
productionn reserves, which can be put to good use only with an increase in prices. 
Underr sharecropping (and feudalism) the major resource of reserve: labor supply, is 
ann independent variable with respect to the movement of prices, as we have seen 
above.. The second difference is the existence of a credit market, which makes the use 
off  reserves possible. 

"Underr capitalism, an increase in prices leads to a decrease in the mean social 
productivityy (launching of enterprises which would not have been profitable 
whenn prices were lower), and to reduction in the average real wages (though 
thiss would be compensated by reduction of unemployment). Under feudalism, 
highh prices lead also to a decrease in productivity, but this is not compensated, 
whichh means that increasing prices lead to an actual reduction of the per capita 
nationall  income." 

Kulal976:: 55 
However,, all these differences emanate from what had been mentioned earlier 

ass a major characteristic of pre-capitalist calculation; namely the primacy of physical 
criteriaa over monetary ones and the non-commodification of the factors of production, 
evenn when there is a heavy reliance on trade. In other words, a peasant takes into 
considerationn his family's absolute minimum needs first and foremost. He then has to 
sett aside the necessary amount of seeds required for next season's harvest, then a 
minimumm of requirements that he has to fulfil l through the market. In the Middle East, 
thiss usually involved sugar and tea, and a bare minimum of clothing. Therefore, the 
variablee in the peasant calculation is the marketable share, although the share of 
subsistencee product cannot be taken as an absolute constant. 

Noww we have noted that the variations in production volumes depend more on 
thee harvest than on the market incentives, because a pre-capitalist estate has no idle 
capacityy that the lord can bring into operation or suspend. This means that the 
fluctuationss in the general level of prices are also determined by the harvest. Although 
physicall  quantities take primacy in a peasant's calculation, there is a necessary 
minimumm of monetary returns that the peasant must obtain in order to survive But 
Kulaa departs from the assumption that the subsistence quantity is a constant, and the 
marketedd quantity is the variable (Kula 1976: 82-88). This assumption leads to gap in 
hiss analysis, especially if we try to apply his conclusions to sharecropping systems. 
Forr on the one hand, he states that "fluctuations in the volume of production are 
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greaterr than those in prices. Therefore, if the overall size of the harvest is reduced, 
thenn the marginal value of a bushel of gram goes up, and therefore the sale of a 
smallerr amount during a poor year is a greater sacrifice"(Ibid. p. 57). 

Butt several pages later he empirically reaches a different conclusion when he 
admitss that the fluctuations in total production in response to price fluctuation are 
muchh more limited that what one would expect: "It is nonetheless obvious that under 
normall  conditions, i.e. in periods in which there are no serious monetary crises and no 
barrierss to international exchange, the curve of the product of the harvest multiplied 
byy the prices fluctuates on a much more limited scale than the two curves which 
determinee it (Kula 1976: 102 italics added). This conclusion is very important 
becausee it shows that a sharp rise or drop in the amount of production will be offset 
byy a correspondingly sharp decline or rise in prices, thus the curve of the amount of 
productionn multiplied by the price per unit, will show a more limited scale of 
fluctuation.. I think that this gap can be remedied, if one proposes to use, not the 
quantityquantity that a peasant markets in response to the market, but the proportion of his 
totall  product that is marketed, i.e., lower prices force him to market a higher 
proportionn of his aggregate production on the expense of his consumption. In that 
case,, we cannot take the subsistence quantity as a constant, as Kula assumed 

Accordingly,, the formula should be reversed: the variable is not the 
marketablee quantity, but beyond a certain minimum the subsistence quantity. The 
constantt will then be the amount of money to be obtained. If we denote the 
marketablee quantity by (x) and the price per unit of that marketable product by (p), 
thenn the peasant will try to obtain a minimum of (px), i.e. a minimum monetary 
revenuee in exchange for his marketed produce. Note that this does not exclude the 
possibilityy of big fluctuations in the marketed quantities, which is inversely 
proportionall  with the average price But px, must, in general, be above a certain 
minimum.. The rest of the product will then be set aside for consumption (this is valid 
underr cite ris paribus conditions, i.e. no changes in the rent to be paid) Therefore, 
Kula'ss conclusion can be formulated as a linear equation: y = ax - b, where: y: is the 
marketedd quantity, x: is the aggregate product and b: is the subsistence quantity. 

Whatt I am proposing here is to replace this equation with a linear 
programmingg equation, whereby the objective function to be maximized by the 
peasantt is to obtain a minimum money earning, subject to a constraint, which is a 
minimumm of b. This conclusion would fit a sharecropping relation much better, where 
peasantss rely on the market, especially when their agricultural products are destined 
forr industrial production (notably cotton, and later sugar cane in Egypt). But we must 
stresss in this respect that such calculations do not, in any way, alter the precapitalist 
naturee of the productive process For one thing, an attempt at getting minimum 
monetaryy revenue does not necessarily succeed. More often than not the opposite is 
true;; that is the peasant will not be able to part with the necessary consumptive needs, 
whichh still make an absolute necessity, while in the meantime obtaining the required 
monetaryy minimum. Yet the importance of this second component is clear from the 
factt that virtually all Middle East peasants in the first half of the twentieth century 
endedd up heavily indebted to landlords, village shopkeepers, and all kinds of usurers, 
whichh shows that the need to purchase necessities was far from a luxury. Another 
reasonn why we should not treat this reliance as a characteristic of capitalist production 
iss that the peasants' reaction to the market incentives were still "inverse"; i.e. 
marketingg less when prices go up, and vice versa. But perhaps the most important 
reasonn for not calling this agricultural system capitalist lies in the fact that the 
landlordd himself rarely based his decisions on capitalist criteria, as we have noted 
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above.. His investment decisions were conditioned by the fact that labor costs were 
almostt constant, since labor could hardly be called a commodity. Hence he would 
onlyy spend money for investment purposes if that would entail an immediate rise in 
hiss share of the product (installing water pumps), or in order to offset the adverse 
effectss of the market. In other words, a landlord's decision to invest runs directly 
oppositee to that of a capitalist He would invest to make up for the losses sustained by 
increasingg overall production due to falling prices, and not because the market 
conditionss are favorable 

1.. 4 Urban Capital ism? 

Scholarss who maintain the capitalist nature of the Middle East during at least 
thee first half of the twentieth century turn a blind eye on the internal structure and 
workingg of agricultural systems: the key sectors that dictated and shaped the 
functioningg of all other sectors in the economies of these countries. They prefer to 
takee the relationship with the international trade web as an indicator of rising 
capitalism.. This approach tends to distort our entire understanding of the century-long 
trajectoriess of these countries. A dependency/world system approach would make it 
impossible,, for example, to understand the causes and nature of the nationalist 
revolutions/coupss d'etat that introduced radical changes in the social structures and 
functioningg of Middle Eastern societies, as well as their consequences and impasses. 
Exceptionall  ism of the Middle East/third world, or the uniqueness of the European 
path,, is the logical outcome of such arguments 

Thee fact that market relations cannot by themselves transform an economy or 
aa social system into capitalism has well been established. The debate between 
Mauricee Dobb, Paul Sweezy and many prominent historians on Europe's transition to 
capitalismm is too well known to be summarized here (Hilton 1976). Paul Sweezy, 
followingg Henri Pirenne, maintained that the demise of feudalism and the rise of 
capitalismm in Europe were mainly the result of the rise of international trade. Most 
otherr historians however, advanced clear evidence to show the fallacy of such 
argumentss Neither trade, nor demographic pressures could or did effect such changes. 
Twoo decades after launching the pioneering debate, Robert Brenner advanced this 
argumentt further, by powerfully demonstrating how class structures and struggles in 
variouss European societies determined the ways foreign trade, demographic changes, 
orr technological innovations impacted the paths of these societies. Foreign trade, 
demography,, or innovations by themselves do not tell us anything on how a society 
wouldd react to them; rather it is the specific social configuration that articulates these 
'exogenous'' factors and defines their potential for the given society (Brenner 1985 a 
&b). . 

Thee proponents of the 'capitalist Middle East' thesis, quite aware of its 
shortcomings,, prefer to search elsewhere for capitalism. According to them, how else 
cann we explain the existence of relatively large urban conglomerates in the region, the 
flourishingg mercantile class, the turning of much landed wealth into commerce, real 
estate,, and to a lesser extent to industry? How do we account for the presence of 
privatee industrialists since the last quarter of the nineteenth century? How do we 
explainn the existence of political parties, parliaments, and a facade of a pluralistic 
culturall  and political life in the major Middle Eastern cities before the revolutions of 
thee 1950s? 

Iff  my above arguments regarding the specific changes that took place in 
agriculturee since the mid-nineteenth century are valid, then we can proceed to explain 
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thee structure of urban and provincial lif e in the Middle East accordingly. We have 
notedd that agriculture was until the 1950s the major productive sector in the Middle 
Eastt societies in terms of its contribution to wealth creation, employment and the 
linkagess it created with other production, service and distribution sectors. Since the 
sociall  conditions of agriculture were precapitalist, as I have shown above, it would 
onlyy be logical to deduce that the urban structures that existed in this period were 
contliiionedcontliiioned by a precapitalist environment. The tendency to identify urban life, 
especiallyy manufacturing and mercantile activities with capitalism has led the vast 
majorityy of scholars, even those who recognized the precapitalist nature of 
agriculture,, to invest so much effort in trying to explain a supposedly 'exceptional' 
paradox;; namely the question of why these 'capitalists' that flourished in Middle 
Easternn major cities weren't capable of carrying an all out modernization program in 
theirr countries. However, if we prove that these strata were not capitalist, and that this 
situationn is not unique or a peculiar characteristic of the Middle East, then it would be 
easierr to understand the subsequent developments in the region 

Wee cited earlier the work of Ali Barakat, who wrote an excellent empirical 
historyy of the development of the agrarian system in nineteenth century Egypt. 
Althoughh his analysis shows quite clearly that the social relations dominating 
Egyptiann agriculture were precapitalist, he nevertheless goes to enumerate what he 
considerss the factors that transformed the Egyptian economy from feudalism to 
capitalism.. These are nothing but the commercialization of agricultural production 
andd Muhammed Ali' s plan to transform Egypt into a major cotton exporter. The 
fanningg of cotton began in 1821. Production reached 345,000 quintals by 1845. By 
1865,, cotton exports peaked 2 million quintals. This required improving the 
transportationn system. In 1852, the first railroad was built to link Cairo and 
Alexandria.. By 1880, Egypt had 1300 kilometers of railroads and 5200 kilometers of 
telegraphh lines. The author proceeds to enumerate the "other factors"; the sanctioning 
off  private property in land and the British abolition of forced labor for the government 
(whichh freed the labor force for the landlords) (Barakat 1977: 45, 52-3). My argument 
iss that these developments are perfectly compatible with laying the conditions for a 
precapitalistt class based system, whether feudal or sharecropping. 

Thee agrarian policies of Muhammed Ali went hand in hand with the 
mercantilistt policies adopted towards the urban sectors, which many historians tend to 
portrayy as capitalist. However, Muhammed Ali' s policies in Egypt, as well as 
Dawoodd Pasha's policies in roughly the same period in Iraq, were strikingly similar to 
thosee that prevailed in Europe during the period of 'enlightened absolutism' These 
policiess tied the nascent industries and crafts to the state and directed their products to 
thee fulfillment of the needs of the army and the bureaucracy. In 1810, Muhammed Ali 
orderedd all construction workers and masters, carpenters and stone workers to work 
onlyy for the state projects and forbade any private construction or maintenance work. 
Inn 1821, he forbade individuals from weaving activity and the peasants from making 
weedd beds (hisir). Then he forbade private sugar making, as well as many other 
privatee activities, preferring to create some giant Colbertian projects, while forcing 
thee guilds to buy their required raw material from the state and selling their products 
too it (Abdul Malik 1980: 17). 

Thesee policies had far-reaching negative consequences, in addition to the 
drasticc weakening of the artisans. For one thing, the monopoly system weakened the 
flourishingg merchant class throughout the first half of the nineteenth century. On the 
evee of Napoleon's campaign of Egypt in 1798, it was estimated that 157 thousand of 
Cairo'ss population of around 300 thousand belonged to one guild or another (A. Amir 
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1993:: 28-9)16. Yet after Muhammed Ali' s defeat by the Ottomans and the British, 'Ah 
Mubarakk mentioned that the number of artisans and members in guilds by the second 
halff  of the nineteenth century was only 63,487 out of the city's total population of 375 
thousandd These were organized in 198 guild Craftsmen in Alexandria constituted 
one-fifthh of its population (A. Barakat 1982: 46). 

Thee grave effect of Muhammed Ali' s state monopoly policies became 
apparentt when the British and the Ottomans forced him to shrink his army after 1849, 
thuss causing manufacturing activities to collapse (A. Amir 1993: 39-42, 64-5). It 
shouldd be stressed however, that the guilds were far from embryos for capitalism, as 
manyy authors assume. These guilds were just like their counterparts in preindustrial 
Europe,, highly monopolistic and parasitic and constituted a basic component of the 
precapitalistt formations. However Muhammed Ali' s policies were harmful because 
theyy deprived the local population from satisfying mush of their needs locally. Hence, 
whenn the state monopoly was gradually eased after 1838, European products were the 
mainn beneficiary and not the local producers. The guilds themselves were 
rehabilitated,, but at this point they represented a serious brake on any potential 
industriall  development, because they had the right to decide who and how many could 
enterr their fields of activity, as well as the prices of their products This was only 
abolishedd in 1892, when it was almost too late to face the flood of foreign products 
thatt swept the Egyptian markets (A. Amir 1993: 204). 

Thee 1892 development, which allowed craftsmen to establish their careers 
freely,, should be seen as an important step in putting an end to precapitalist relations 
inn the non-agricultural sectors of the Egyptian economy. But given the crucial role 
playedd by agriculture, the 1896 sublime order, which finally turned land into a 
commodityy whose owner acquired the right not only to till and inherit, but also to put 
itt for sale, was a much more important step that paved the road for the rise of 
capitalismm in Egypt. This change prompted Asim al Disouki and Mohammed Dowidar 
too advance the most rigorous (but not necessarily convincing) argument to prove the 
capitalistt nature of Egyptian agriculture since the beginning of the twentieth century. 

All  Disouki asserts that landowners used the changes in the value of land to 
makee profits, and that they exploited their lands by way of renting them, which 
accordingg to him is a capitalist method par excellence (Al Disouki 1975: 141, 325-8). 
Dowidar,, on the other hand uses Al Disouki's arguments and adds to them the 
separationn of producers from their means of production (Dowidar 1986b: 84-6). But 
cann we deduce from this development that we are witnessing the emergence of a class 
off  gentry, a la England? And if so, why couldn't this class (and not the landowners as 
muchh of the writings expect) produce an agricultural revolution9 One reason for that 
couldd be the extremely powerful bargaining power that the landowners had vis-a-vis 
thee peasants. Several attempts to amend the rates of rent in favor of the latter failed 
becausee of the scarcity of fertile land and the concentration of vast areas in the hands 
off  very few landowners (Dowidar 1986b: 147) But the most important reason, which 
all  Disouki and Dowidar do not take into account is the fact that renting land only 
becamee a trend during WWII. Until 1939, only 1.73 percent of land was rented. The 
Byy 1949, the ratio jumped to 60.7 percent and within three years, i.e. the year of the 

Thatt more lhan half the city's population was part of a guild should not look surprising given the fact 
thatt practicing practically any job -and not only manufacturing crafts- required joining such an 
organization.. In his monumental work, the nineteenth-century historian Ali Mubarak mentions the 
guildss of coffee shops, house servants, and even prostitutes and thieves. Of the 157 thousand guild 
memberss on the eve of Napoleon's campaign, there were 75 thousand children from both sexes (cilcd 
alsoo in A. Amcr 1993: 268-9). 
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19522 revolution 15 percent of land was rented (al Disouki: 1975: 161). That the trend 
towardss renting land gathered momentum only in the 1940s can be accounted for by 
thee fact that demand for cotton, the main agriculture product, depended heavily on 
westernn markets. WWII almost brought that demand to a standstill and its price was 
collapsing.. In the meantime, landowners found more profitable opportunities by 
investingg in urban activities: real estate and trade especially, because of the war 
shortagess and the stationing of massive British troops in Egypt that added a lucrative 
purchasingg power in search of locally provided goods and services 

Bothh authors make their arguments by way of negating the feudal nature of the 
Egyptiann agriculture; i.e. by assuming that that there cannot be any modes of 
productionn other than feudalism - and more precisely, the European variant of 
feudalismm - or capitalism. Therefore once the non-existence of European-style 
feudalismm is established (and that is easily done), both authors assume that they have 
furnishedd the proof for the dominance of capitalist structures. Yet if one takes into 
accountt the multitude of precapitalist and in the meantime non-feudal agricultural 
systems,, then the dichotomy seems very scholastic. Feudalism was dead in much of 
westernn Europe by the fifteenth century. Yet capitalism was not to see the light until 
thee late seventeenth century, and much later than that in the agricultural systems of 
manyy continental countries. The metayage system, which is similar to sharecropping 
lastedd for relatively long times in France, and it accompanied the era of absolutism 
andd state-led attempts at modernization . 

Couldd the rich peasantry who rented parcels of the landlords estates have 
developedd into a class of gentry in the course of time0 It is very hard to provide a 
definitivee answer because the land reforms that the 1952 revolution undertook 
changedd the whole scene. However, we can tentatively suggest that the answer would 
bee negative For one thing, land was divided into small parcels and rented for periods 
rangingg between one season (four months) and a maximum of three years in the case 
off  cotton farmed large estates. These terms were hardly conducive for the tenants to 
workk out methods for the long-term rise of agricultural productivity. Instead, they 
tendedd to over-exhaust the leased land and overexploit the semi-serf peasants in order 
too reap the highest possible returns, given the high rents imposed on them and the 
soaringg prices of land due to speculation 

Anotherr criterion that did not attract much of al Disouki's attention in 
discussingg the nature of the prevalent system in Egyptian agriculture is perhaps the 
mostt important one, namely the modes of labor recruitment even after the 
landowners'' shift towards leasing their lands. Despite the wide regional variations, 
permanentt laborers continued to receive all or part of their revenues in kind (normally 
inn cereals). A widespread method of payment represented in fact a return to a semi-
feudall  mode of labor exploitation. This method consisted of giving the workers a 
smalll  plot in exchange for their yearly 'salary', on condition that the peasant would 
onlyy plant subsistence crops in the 'personal' plot. Acquiring the small plot -less than 
onee feddan in area- obliged the peasant to perform all the duties the yearlong. If he 
stoppedd work for any reason and for any length of time, the wage of a replacement 
workerr was deducted from his share. Another method was to give the peasant a small 
plott for a rent that was a littl e bit lower than the market rate (one Egyptian pound per 
feddan).. In exchange for that, his daily wage was calculated at a rate that was one 

177 In the meantime, one should be very cautious in labeling such systems that prevailed between the 
disintegrationn of feudalism and the dominance of capitalism as "transitional" to capitalism. Without 
presentingg convincing evidence on the existence of necessary and causal relations between such 
systemss and the rise of capitalism, such labeling would only be a form of retrospective teleology. 
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piasterr less than the market rate At the end of the year his annual wage was 
consideredd a payment for the outstanding rent (al Disouki 1975: 164-7). Clearly then, 
thiss is far from a capitalist mode of labor exploitation And, as we wil l see later, it is 
thee crisis of these agricultural systems all over the Mashreq that prompted the social 
upheavals,, which eventually led to the revolutions of the 1950s. But let us try to see 
howw these agricultural systems impacted the urban economic, social and political lives 
off  these countries. 

1.55 Landlord s as Political Leaders: 

Thee heavy dominance of big land ownership in the economic lives of the 
Mashreqq countries and the absence of an independent source of income for the 
governmentss of these countries played an important role in shaping the relationship 
betweenn state and society. With the exception of merchants, no other social grouping 
stoodd to challenge the power of the landowners in the Mashreq societies until around 
WWII .. Peasants waged local revolts here and there, some of which were bloody but 
couldd never develop into countrywide rebellions, nor were they accompanied by 
widespreadd shows of solidarity from the urban workers. Strikes by the nascent 
workingg classes and professionals did occur, but their motives were different from 
thosee that sparked peasant rebellion and were too feeble to shake the political systems 
inn place. The British granted Egypt and Iraq formal independence, but had their heavy 
presencee (including military one) and influence felt on the royal courts of both 
countries.. Syria and Lebanon did not achieve their independence from the French 
mandatee until 1946. Obviously, both colonial powers had no revolutionary' plans 
towardss their subjugate countries, but it would be erroneous to state that these powers 
'created'' the social classes which became their allies As colonial powers interested in 
perpetuatingg their domination and exploitation, they departed from the status quo 
situations,, and tended to support the more influential groups in society, as long as 
thesee groups could secure colonial interests while seeking their own interests. The 
Britishh debates on whom to support in the newly occupied Iraq is very instructive in 
thatt they show the range of policy options they (or any other colonial power) had and 
thee limits and motivations which constrained their actions. 

Immediatelyy after the outbreak of WWI, Arnold Wilson from the India Office 
andd a future High Commissioner to Iraq, saw it "necessary to annex Mesopotamia to 
Indiaa as a colony of India and the Indians, such that the government of India 
administerr it and gradually cultivate its vast plains, and settle the warrior Punjab races 
inn it" (Nadhmi 1984: 399). In a memorandum on the "Future of Mesopotamia" written 
onn 22.4 1918, Sir Percy Cox, who became the British High Commissioner in Iraq, 
wrotee that the social groups that they should encourage were the following: first, the 
Jewishh community in Baghdad, second, the notables of Baghdad and Basra, and third 
thee rich landowning element - Arabs and Jews - as well as the paramount Shaikhs of 
sedentaryy tribes" (Nadhmi 1984: 275). 

Inn 1931, Wilson reflected retrospectively on his policies that instigated the 
anti-Britishh revolution of 1920: "Reviving the tribal system and the consolidation of 
thee Shaikh's authority" was "one of the major problems that confronted us, because it 
raisedd the problem of the future form of government in Iraq. Were we to pursue a 
bureaucraticc form of administration involving the direct control of a central 
governmentt and the replacement of tribal confederations with smaller tribal or 
subtriball  units as a prelude to introducing private property of land instead of 
communall  ownership9 Or was our objective the consolidation and maintenance of the 
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triball  chiefs' authority within relevant guarantees to turn them into the official agents 
andd representatives of government in their respective regions0 The latter policy was 
thethe one that was actually pursued" (Wilson 77 cited by Nadhmi 1984:277) 

Whyy did this policy prevail*1 Perhaps the following memorandum regarding 
onee of the most powerful landlords in pre-revolutionary Iraq sheds a good light on the 
wayy precapitalist! articulated with colonial domination to produce the most 'efficient' 
usee of resources from the administration's point of view Major Wilson, the political 
governorr of the two districts of Kut and 'Amara wrote in 1919 that the British must 
supportt the Emir of Rabi'a. "This is not only an economic measure, but also a more 
efficientt one One grand shaikh can build a road, but 20 small shaikhs cannot do 
thatt Until we reach a stage that is much more advanced than the present one, it seems 
advisablee to delay the inevitable dismantling of tribal ties" (Nadhmi 1984: 279). 

Withh that the British threw their weight behind the shaikhs, who consolidated 
theirr power thanks to generous monthly payments by the occupation administration, 
butt especially thanks to the promulgation of the Tribal Disputes Acts, drawn from the 
Indiann Borders Act also known as Sandman's Act. This act gave tribal shaikhs 
extensivee authority over their kinsmen, and authorized the political governors full 
juridicall  powers to look into cases in which a tribe member forms a party (Nadhmi 
1984:280). . 

Noo wonder that the big landowning elements had such a decisive role in the 
politicall  lif e of Iraq from the establishment of the modern state in 1920 until the 
overthroww of the monarchy in 1958. Of the twenty-three prime ministers that ruled 
duringg these thirty eight years, eight were landowners and seven had lands registered 
inn their descendants' names In addition to those, one Prime Minister's brother owned 
28,6233 donums, and another was related to a big landed family by marriage. It is 
worthwhilee noting that the six other prime ministers who were not landowners, and 
nott affiliated with landowning classes, only ruled for a total period of two years and 
sevenn months, and it is no less significant that four of these prime ministers assumed 
officee during the last decade of the monarchy, when new social strata were emerging, 

'i ii  is 
ass we wil l see . 

Tabless 10 and 11 tell basically the same story on Egypt. In all but two 
parliaments,, big landowners formed more than 40 percent of the total deputies, while 
inn the cabinets their representation was even more disproportionate. From 1914 until 
1949,, big landowners formed more than 50 percent in all governments except one 
Butt a closer look shows a slow and unsteady trend of declining representation of 
landowners.. Whereas they composed more than 80 percent in the early 1920s' 
governments,, and even 100 percent in one cabinet, their ratios declined in the last 
sevenn cabinets that ruled from 1949 to the outbreak of the revolution in 1952, 
reflectingg the fast social mobility that the Mashreq underwent following WWII 

Table-- 1.9-
Iraq:: Prime Ministers Affiliated with Landowning Interests 

1921-1958 8 

188 Calculated from Batatu 1978: 180-4. 
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Sizee group (in donums)* 

10000 > 2000 
20000 > 10,000 
10,0000 > 20,000 
20,0000 > 50,000 
50,0000 > 100,000 
<< 100,000 
Total l 

Totall  owners in Iraq 

1832 2 
2128 8 
224 4 
95 5 
25 5 
8 8 
4312 2 

Primee Ministers or 
descendants s 
2 2 
9 9 
^ ^ 
j j 

1 1 
0 0 
0 0 
15 5 

**  One donum = 2,500 sq. meter = 0.618 acres. 
Source:: compiled from two different tables in Batatu 1978: 54, 358-9. 

Table-- 1.10-
Bigg Landowners in the Egyptian Parliament 

Parliament t 

19244 (1st) 
19255 (2nd) 

1926-288 (3rd) 
19300 (4th) 

1931-344 (5 lh) 
1936-388 (6 lh) 
1938-422 (7th) 
1942-444 (8th) 
1945-499 (9m) 

1950-52(10"') ) 

Totall Deputies 

214 4 
214 4 
214 4 
235 5 
150 0 
232 2 
264 4 
264 4 
285 5 
317 7 

Big g 
Landowners s 

93 3 
95 5 
105 5 
108 8 
58 8 
112 2 
142 2 
140 0 
123 3 
119 9 

3/11 % 

43.5 5 
44.4 4 
49.1 1 
46 6 

38.7 7 
483 3 
53.8 8 
53 3 

43.2 2 
37.5 5 

Source:: al Disouki 1975: 212 

Tablee - 1 1 1-
Bigg Landowners in the Egyptian Cabinets 1914-1952 

Primee Minister 

Husseinn Rushdie 
Husseinn Rushdie 
Husseinn Rushdie 
Husseinn Rushdie 
Muhammedd Sa'id 
Yossiff  Wahba 
Muhammedd Tawfiq 
Nasim m 
Adlii  Yakin 
A.. Khaliq Tharwat 
Muhammedd Tawfiq 
Nasim m 
Yahiaa Ibrahim 

Duration n 

4.. 1914-12.1914 
12.. 1914-10. 1917 
10.. 1917-4. 1919 
4.. 1919- 1919 
5.1919-- 11 1919 
111 1919-5. 1920 
5.. 1920-3. 1921 

3.. 1921- 12. 1921 
3.. 1922- 11. 1922 
11.1922-2.. 1923 

3.. 1923- 1. 1924 

No.. of 
Ministers s 
8 8 
7 7 
7 7 
7 7 
7 7 
8 8 
8 8 

9 9 
9 9 
10 0 

11 1 

Big g 
Landowners s 
6 6 
6 6 
6 6 
5 5 
7 7 
7 7 
6 6 

8 8 
5 5 
8 8 

7 7 

4/3 3 
% % 
75 5 
85.7 7 
85.7 7 
71.4 4 
100 0 
87.5 5 
75 5 

88.8 8 
55.5 5 
80 0 

63.6 6 
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Sa'add Zaghloul 
Ahmedd Zayyour 
Ahmedd Zayyour 
Adlii  Yakm 
A.. Khaliq Tharwat 
Mustafaa al Nahhas 
Muhammedd Mahmoud 
Adlii  Yakin 
Mustafaa al Nahhas 
IsmailIsmail Sidqi 
IsmailIsmail Sidqi 
A.. Fattah Yahia 
Muhammedd Tawfiq 
Nasim m 
Al ii  Mahir 
Mustafaa al Nahhas 
Mustafaa al Nahhas 
Muhammedd Mahmoud 
Muhammedd Mahmoud 
Muhammedd Mahmoud 
Al ii  Mahir 
Hasann Sabri 
Husseinn Sirri 
Husseinn Sirri 
Mustafaa al Nahhas 
Mustaffaa al Nahhas 
Ahmedd Mahir 
Ahmedd Mahir 
Mahmoudd Fahmi al 
Niqrashi i 
IsmailIsmail Sidqi 
Mahmoudd Fahmi al 
Niqrashi i 
Ibrahimm A. Hadi 
Husseinn Sirri 
Husseinn Sirri 
Mustafaa al Nahhas 
Al ii  Mahir 
Ahmedd Najib al Hilah 
Husseinn Sirri 
Ahmedd Najib al Hilali 
Ahh Mahir 

1.. 1924- 11. 1924 
11.. 1924-3. 1925 
3.. 1925-6. 1926 
6.. 1926-4. 1927 
4.. 1927-3. 1928 
3.1928-6.. 1928 
66 1928- 10.1929 
10.1929-- 1.1930 
11 1930-6.1930 
6.1930-- 1.1933 
1.1933-9.1933 3 
9.1933-- 11.1934 
11.1934-- 1.1936 

1.1936-5.1936 6 
5.1936-7.1937 7 
8.1937-12.1937 7 
12.1937-- 4 1938 
4.1938-6.1938 8 
66 1938-8.1939 
8.1939-6.1940 0 
6.1940-- 11.1940 
11 ] 1940- 7.1941 
7.1941-- 2 1942 
2.19422 -5.1942 
5.1942-- 10.1944 
10.1944-- 1.1945 
11 1945- 2.1945 
22 1945-2 1946 

22 1946- 12 1946 
12.1946-- 12.1948 

12.1948-- 7.1949 
7.1949-- 11.1949 
111 1949- 1.1950 
1.1950-- 1.1952 
1.1952-3.1952 2 
3.. 1952-7.1952 
2.7.1952-22.7.1952 2 
22.7.1952-24.7.1952 2 
7.1952-- 9.1952 

11 1 
12 2 
10 0 
9 9 
10 0 
10 0 
9 9 
10 0 
10 0 
10 0 
12 2 
10 0 
9 9 

9 9 
11 1 
12 2 
16 6 
13 3 
12 2 
14 4 
16 6 
15 5 
15 5 
11 1 
14 4 
13 3 
15 5 
14 4 

12 2 
11 1 

16 6 
19 9 
14 4 
17 7 
11 1 
13 3 
14 4 
15 5 
11 1 

7 7 
9 9 
8 8 
7 7 
7 7 
6 6 
6 6 
5 5 
6 6 
6 6 
9 9 
5 5 
4 4 

2 2 
6 6 
8 8 
10 0 
8 8 
6 6 
7 7 
9 9 
8 8 
10 0 
7 7 
9 9 
7 7 
8 8 
7 7 

4 4 
6 6 

8 8 
13 3 
4 4 
5 5 
2 2 
5 5 
4 4 
6 6 
4 4 

63.6 6 
75 5 
80 0 
77.7 7 
70 0 
60 0 
66.6 6 
50 0 
60 0 
60 0 
75 5 
50 0 
44.4 4 

22.2 2 
54.5 5 
66.6 6 
62.5 5 
61.5 5 
50 0 
50 0 
56.3 3 
53.3 3 
667 7 
63.6 6 
64.3 3 
533 8 
53.3 3 
50 0 

33.3 3 
54.5 5 

50 0 
684 4 
28.7 7 
29.4 4 
18.2 2 
38.5 5 
28.7 7 
40 0 
36.4 4 

Source:: Al Disouki 1975: 217-8 (Percentages corrected) 

Thee Syrian case may look different at first sight. But it seems that the author 
whoo compiled the data on Syrian parliaments followed a different classification, 
wherebyy civil servants are rigidly separated from private professions, hence the 
proportionn of around 20 percent for those belonging to the first category in general. 
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However,, we should keep in mind a few considerations in order to understand the 
"specificity""  of the Syrian situation. First, the French traditions in general favored the 
incursionn of public administration officials in political life, whether in parliaments or 
inn cabinets (the IENA traditions) Second, if we add together landowners and tribal 
chiefs,, this category will form by far the largest single group in the different Syrian 
parliamentss whether before or after the country's independence Third, it is very 
doubtfull  that at least some highly placed public servants who were represented in the 
differentt parliaments did not acquire their positions because of belonging to the 
landowningg classes in the first place, or conversely, did not use their public office to 
turnn into landowners, which was the case in Egypt and Iraq Hence, such well known 
figuress as Presidents and Prime Ministers Shukn al Quwwatli. Sabn al 'Asali, Khaled 
all  Azm, and many others, could well be classified as public servants, while they 
belongedd actually to the big merchant and landowning classes. 

Att first sight, the polities of the Mashreq countries looked like textbook cases 
off  state-dominant class relationships, i.e. a state geared to serving the interests of the 
dominantt class in society, which was that of big landowners Yet this static picture 
doess not encompass the whole reality One major reason is that although we can talk 
off  a class of big landowners or identify big tribal chiefs, each of these two categories 
didd not always act in unison- just like any other class in society. Tribal solidarity was 
disintegratingg in many parts of the Mashreq due to the rise of the new forms of 
agriculturall  exploitation. But the process of disintegration went unevenly and took 
variouss forms within each country and in between countries. By the mid-nineteenth 
century,, tribes ceased to be functional units in much of Egypt. 

Table-- 1.12-
Occupationall  Distribution of the Members 

off  the Syrian Parliaments 1919-1959* 

Occupation n 
Totall  Members 
Public c 
Servants s 
Off  whom: 
Officers s 
% % 
Pnvate e 
Professions s 
Off  whom: 
Merchantss & 
Bankers s 
Industrialists s 
Landowners s 

1919 9 
59 9 
8 8 

--

39 9 
13 3 

1 1 

--
7 7 

1928 8 
72 2 
15 5 

2 2 

29 9 
37 7 

3 3 

--
13 3 

1932 2 
70 0 
16 6 

0 0 

27 7 
42 2 

3 3 

--
23 3 

1936 6 
106 6 
23 3 

5 5 

23 3 
74 4 

5 5 

--
30 0 

1943 3 
123 3 
15 5 

3 3 

14 4 
95 5 

5 5 

7 7 
42 2 

1947 7 
136 6 
21 1 

1 1 

17 7 
101 1 

6 6 

3 3 
40 0 

1949 9 
114 4 
24 4 

--

23 3 
81 1 

7 7 

2 2 
30 0 

1954 4 
143 3 
25 5 

--

20 0 
103 3 

5 5 

1 1 
33 3 

50 0 



Notabless & 
Triball  Shaikhs 
%% Private 
Professions s 

1 1 

62 2 

6 6 

71 1 

7 7 

72 2 

19 9 

76 6 

18 8 

85 5 

20 0 

83 3 

15 5 

77 7 

21 1 

80 0 

*Percentagess are calculated for the total of known professions. The professions of a 
numberr ranging between 9 and 38 (in the first parliament) are unknown 
Source:: Winder 1963:50, 

Withh the exception of recently sedentarized warrior/ nomadic tribes who 
originallyy came from the Egyptian-Libyan desert, or from the Arabian Peninsula, the 
basicc unit of the Egyptian countryside was the village, whose inhabitants did not 
necessarilyy have common blood ties. In Syria, Lebanon and Iraq, the process was 
moree complicated Broadly speaking, one can distinguish urban hinterlands, 
mountainouss regions and orchards from the vast plains, which continued to depend on 
cereall  production and were run by big landlords. "The gardeners of al-Ghutah, the 
"peoplee of the tree" in the Idlib region, the orchardists who live within or in the 
neighborhoodd of Hims, Hamah, and Aleppo, and the Alawi husbandmen of the 
Latakiaa coast and the Banyas plain are clanless peasants. In the villages of the 
Euphratess and its main tributaries... the tribal system is still alive" (Batatu 1999: 22) 
AA similar situation existed in Iraq where tribes completely disintegrated down to the 
individuall  tribesmen, or tribe only existed in name and affiliation but had no 
economicc significance This occurred in date orchards and gardens in and around 
Basra,, Kerbala, Diyala, Baghdad, but also in cereal producing areas adjacent or 
annexedd to these areas (Haider 1942: 622). 

However,, the disintegration of the big tribe should not be mechanically 
equatedd with the rise of the 'modern' category of the individual, as the case of Iraq 
plainlyy shows. The 'settlement' of claims on land in the 1920s Iraq, as well as in other 
countriess of the region, was accompanied by gross injustices. Doreen Warriner 
descnbedd the way that the 1932 Land Settlement Law transferred land to landowners 
inn Iraq as identical to the way that English landowners in the eighteenth and 
nineteenthh centuries appropriated the traditionally public lands, which were 
previouslyy in the hands of the peasants (Warriner 1948: 107). Yet, the injustice did 
nott only fall on the peasants. For whereas the conditions for the rise of new modes of 
exploitationn were ripe, assigning roles and determining who will belong to the new 
upperr classes of big landowners was far from an automatic process. Tribes and tribal 
shaikhss that chose to stand against the British, or sided with the Ottomans during 
WWII  were heavily punished, while those who took favorite positions were generously 
rewarded.. Others, whose local power bases could not be ignored, were neutralized. 
Thee struggle for land, especially in the densely populated and fertile south threatened 
thee power base of many tribal shaikhs. A tribe without land, or 'dira', would 
degeneratee into a 'taifa': a word, which could literally mean either a sect, or a floating 
group.. And a shaikh who had no land to distribute to his kinsmen would eventually 
losee authority In the Tmara region, for example, the Al Izairij, al Sudan and all 
Soua'id,, once powerful clans, ended up as 'ta'ifas', who later migrated en masse to 
citiess like Baghdad and Basra (all Jawahiri 1978: 107-11). 

Writingg in the early 1940s, Haider provided a very useful description of the 
transformativee processes in agriculture. Tribal shaikhs were encouraged to use the 
governmentt forces to affirm their full claims as landlords of the land of the tribes. 
Tribesmenn as protectors of the social unit were therefore becoming redundant. 
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Shaikhss claimed payments of the mallakeyah (rent) and the miri {government taxes), 
whereass under the previous regime of coercion they only required insignificant 
paymentss (plus military service) which would cover the irregular payments of tribute 
too the central authority and maintain the mudhif (shaikh's guesthouse) and other 
dutiess of sheikhdom. They began to assert their right of eviction, whereas before they 
hadd been bound by respect of tribal custom with regard to lazma holdings and 
distributionn of land (Haider 1942: 5533-7, 577-8). 

Thee social consequences of these transformative processes were huge Apart 
fromm the clanless peasants mentioned earlier, there were purely tribal areas where 
veryy strong bonds of tribal solidarity persisted In other areas tribal solidarity was 
weakened:: the tribe was broken into component sections down to the qit'a holder or 
sarkall  (the smaller family). This kind of social organization was to be generally found 
inn and around towns that had been controllable by state authority since at least the 
mid-nineteenthh century (Ibid. 621-2). Although the authority of the paramount sheikh 
off  a tribal confederation had weakened or ceased to exist, it gave place to the 
authorityy of the sub-tribal chiefs of which the confederation was composed 

Thee consolidation of the pre-capitalist forms of agriculture described above 
broughtt huge opportunities and wealth to the new class of landlords. Opening up the 
domesticc and foreign markets enhanced these opportunities. But the crises of these 
systemss were surfacing only a few decades after their rise. The major symptom of 
thesee crises was the mass influx of rural migrants to the major cities of the Mashreq 
countries;; an influx which would play the most decisive role in effecting the drastic 
sociall  changes of the past half a century. The consequences of this crisis for the 
relationshipp between cities and countryside and the rise of 'new' sources for surplus 
generationn will be the subject of our next inquiry. 
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